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Abstract
The time varying amplitude envelopes of filtered bands of speech have been shown
to be effective supplements to speechreading for normal hearing individuals when the
envelopes are used to modulate carrier tones. A field study of the effectiveness of
these cues for hearing impaired individuals under realistic conditions was conducted.
Two impaired subjects were trained for twelve weeks on using the amplitude envelope
signals as an aid to speechreading. The subjects were then given wearable aids that
were capable of deriving and presenting the amplitude envelope cues. The effective-
ness of the aids was evaluated for two combinations of prefilter bandwidth and carrier
frequency. The subjects wore the aid for four weeks for each processing scheme. Every
two weeks tests were conducted to measure benefits to speechreading of the device as
compared to speechreading without the device. Listeners were also completed a survey
designed to provide information about their attitudes concerning the usefulness of the
aid in a variety of situations. One subject received substantial benefit from the single
amplitude envelope producing aid. Her CLARKE sentence intelligibility test scores
improved from an average score of 22% SA to post-training maximums of 38% with
her old aid, 51% (2 Amplitude Envelopes), and 55% (1 Amplitude Envelope). The
subject has replaced her old hearing aid with the single amplitude envelope producing
aid. The amplitude envelope signals were not as beneficial to the speechreading of
the second subject. Her post-training CLARKE sentence intelligibility scores were
43% SA (averaged over four tests), and maximums of 55% (1 Amplitude Envelope),
47% (2 Amplitude Envelopes) and 97% with her own aid. The results of the study
suggest that hearing aids based on the amplitude envelope processing scheme can
provide substantial benefit to the portion of the hearing impaired community that
has residual hearing at low frequencies, and obtains scores lower than 60% correct
with traditional hearing aids on CLARKE sentence intelligibility tests.
Thesis Supervisor: Louis D. Braida
Title: Henry E. Warren Professor of Electrical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Although many hearing impaired individuals make use of speechreading, their abiltiy
to communicate is often limited because not all elements of conversational speech are
evident on the face of a talker. Even when easy material is spoken slowly in optimum
visual conditions, a speechreader can miss more than one-third of the words spo-
ken. However, speech reception is improved if the listener integrates the information
present in the visible actions of the talker's face with cues derived from the acoustic
signal. Such integration has been found to aid listeners with normal hearing under
difficult communication conditions (e.g. Sumby and Pollack, 1954 [9]).
Acoustic signals that retain much of the intelligibility of the unprocessed speech
signal can be synthesized by extracting the amplitude envelopes of filtered bands of
speech and using these envelopes to modulate the amplitudes of tones with frequencies
at the centers of the bands. It has been shown (Breeuwer and Plomp, [2], [3], [4],
Grant, Braida and Renn, [8]) that a complex of one or two such modulated tones can
be an effective supplement to speechreading for listeners with normal hearing.
These signals have potential to help a portion of the hearing-impaired community
that does not benefit from traditional hearing aids. Individuals who can only hear
frequencies below roughly 500Hz often do not benefit from hearing aids that simply
amplify sound. Many cues that are important for understanding speech occur at
frequencies above 500Hz. For example, fricative sounds have the majority of their
energy above 500Hz. In the processing scheme to be studied, the time-varying am-
plitude envelopes of filtered bands of speech are used to modulate sinusoidal carrier
tones. The frequency of the carrier tone need not be within the frequency band from
which the envelopes were derived, but could be much lower. If the amplitude envelope
of a frequency band centered at around 3300Hz is used to modulate a carrier tone at
500Hz, the cues in the 3300Hz band would be "lowered" to 500Hz. In this way, cues
not normally available to the impaired individuals could be made audible.
The effect of frequency lowering on speech perception has been studied for almost
half a century (e.g. Fletcher, 1953 [7], Braida et. al, 1979 [1]). Whereas most of
the older research was concerned with perception of the lowered signal by hearing
alone, recently several studies have concentrated on how amplitude envelope cues
can be lowered to aid speechreading. Grant, Braida and Renn [8] have shown that
single band amplitude envelope cues provide substantial benefit to the speechreading
of normal hearing individuals. Breeuwer and Plomp [2], [3], [4] have shown that the
benefit to normal hearing individuals can be increased if two bands are used.
1.1.1 Single Band Amplitude Envelope Cues
Breeuwer and Plomp [2], [3], [4] studied how amplitude envelope cues could assist the
speechreading of normal hearing listeners. In these experiments, cues were conveyed
by modulating the envelope of a carrier tone located at the center of the frequency
band of the filtered speech signal. Breeuwer and Plomp tested 18 normal hearing
subjects on sentence intelligibilty of short sentences, presented under the conditions
of speechreading alone and speechreading supplemented with the amplitude envelope
signals. They found that the number of correctly perceived syllables increased from
22.8% for speechreading alone to 65.7% when speechreading was supplemented by
a 500Hz carrier tone modulated by the envelope derived from a one octave band
centered at 500Hz. Breeuwer and Plomp also supplemented speechreading with cues
derived from one octave and one-third octave bands centered at 1600Hz and 3160Hz.
However, these amplitude envelopes were not as effective as those at 500Hz.
More recently, Grant, Braida and Renn [8] extended the study by varying the
parameters of envelope extraction and presentation. In particular they investigated
how the supplements' effectiveness depended upon the bandwidth and the center
frequency of the filtered speech signal used to obtain the signal, the bandwidth of
the envelope signal determined by the cutoff of the lowpass filter used to smooth
the envelope fluctuations, and the frequency of the carrier signal. They found that
the most effective supplements were derived from an octave band centered at 500Hz,
presented on a tonal carrier at 200Hz, and smoothed by a lowpass filter with cutoff
around 50Hz. On everyday sentence materials, intelligibility scores increased from
30%/ (speechreading alone) to close to 80% for speechreading supplemented by such
an amplitude envelope signal.
1.1.2 Two Band Amplitude Envelope Cues
Breeuwer and Plomp [2], [3], [4] also supplemented speechreading with amplitude
envelopes from two separate bands of speech, using similar procedures to evaluate
speech reception. In particular, they tested AM signals derived from one and one-
third octave bands centered at 500Hz, 1600Hz, and 3160Hz. Each carrier frequency
was located at the center of the band from which the envelope was derived. The mean
number of correctly perceived syllables increased from 22.8% for speechreading alone
to 86.7% for speechreading supplemented with two amplitude envelope signals. One
amplitude envelope signal was derived from a one-octave band centered at 500Hz,
and the other from a one-octave band centered at 3160Hz. Other combinations of
octave bands were not as effective.
For a person with high frequency hearing loss to make use of the information
present in the octave band centered at 3160Hz, the sounds would have to be lowered
to the listener's audible range. Grant, Braida and Renn [8] studied the efficacy of
3150Hz, 500Hz, and 200Hz carrier tones modulated by the sound pressure information
found in an octave band centered at 3150Hz. The ability of normal hearing listeners to
make use of these signals as an aid to speechreading decreased when the carrier tone
was far removed from the original spectral location. However, it was believed that
this result could be different for impaired individuals because they would have less
listening experience than normals. It would be easier for an impaired listener to make
use of new information present in their auditory range than it would be for a normal
hearing individual to adjust to a relocation of information they are accustomed to
hearing at a specific frequency.
1.1.3 The Effect of Frequency Transposition on Envelope
Perception
Grant, Braida and Renn [8] showed that when the carrier frequency differed substan-
tially from the frequency band from which the envelope was extracted the efficacy of
the envelope signals as supplements to speechreading was often degraded. (A notable
exception was an octave band centered at 500Hz, modulating a 200Hz carrier tone.)
Takeuchi and Braida [10] investigated the effect of training on listeners' abilities to
discriminate frequency-transposed amplitude envelope patterns. Listeners indicated
which of two frequency-transposed signals had the amplitude envelope pattern of a
non-transposed target signal. Training did not reduce interlistener differences in over-
all performance, or the extent of the decline in performance when differences between
target and comparison signals were introduced. Thus, Takeuchi and Braida concluded
that the reduced efficacy of frequency-lowered amplitude envelopes as speechreading
supplements was not related to the difficulty in comparing amplitude modulations
across spectral regions. Rather, they concluded that amplitude envelopes of signals
were not being efficiently abstracted from the signal itself. The listeners may have
been comparing the similarity of the entire signals.
1.2 Objective
The time varying amplitude envelopes of filtered bands of speech have been shown
to be effective supplements to speechreading for normal hearing individuals when the
envelopes are used to modulate carrier tones. The next question that must be asked
is whether these signals can aid the speechreading of impaired listeners in a normal
environment. To answer that question, a field study of the effectiveness of these cues
for hearing impaired individuals under realistic conditions was conducted. Impaired
subjects were given wearable aids that were capable of deriving and presenting the
amplitude envelope cues. The effectiveness of the aids were evaluated for two com-
binations of prefilter bandwidth and carrier frequency. The subjects wore the aid
for four weeks for each processing scheme. Every two weeks their progress in using
the aid was evaluated. The testing focused on measuring benefits to speechreading
that the device provided as compared to speechreading without the device. Listeners
were also asked to complete a survey designed to provide information about their at-
titudes concerning the usefulness of the aid in a variety of communication situations.
If the speechreading of the impaired subjects does improve while using the device,
aids based on the amplitude envelope processing scheme could benefit a portion of
the hearing impaired community that is not helped by any hearing aids currently
available.
The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes how
the subjects for this study were screened, trained and tested on using the envelope
signals. Chapter 3 outlines the design and characterization of the hearing aids used
in the field study. The results of the the tracking, sentence intelligibility tests and
hearing aid performance surveys are presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 discusses the
results of the field study and their importance in elucidating how an amplitude enve-
lope producing aid will benefit a portion of the hearing impaired community. Chapter
6 outlines some future experiments which should be performed to futher understand
the strengths and weaknesses of the amplitude envelope method of procesing.
Chapter 2
Methods
The field study was composed of three phases. First, potential subjects were screened
to find those who would have the best chance of benefitting from an amplitude enve-
lope producing aid. The subjects chosen to participate in the study were then trained
on using the amplitude envelope signals. Finally, the aids were given to the subjects
and the subjects were periodically brought back to the lab to evaluate the benefit to
speechreading the subjects were getting from the amplitude envelope signals, as well
as the subjects' satisfaction with the aids.
2.1 Speech Materials
Two different types of speech materials were used in this study. During the training
portion of the study, subjects were read to from books of their own choosing. Be-
cause of the length of the training portion of the field study, it was important that
the subjects found the training material interesting. Formal intelligibility tests were
conducted using prerecorded Clarke sentences.
2.1.1 Tracking Materials
The subjects were instructed to bring a book to the first training session that they
were interested in reading. This book had to be one that they could leave in the
laboratory throughout the training period, one which they had not read before, and
one which had relatively simple prose. Subject HF tracked Stones For Ibarra by
Harriet Doerr (pp 1-22) [12]. Subject JG tracked Sherlock Holmes: The Complete
Novels and Stories Volume II by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle [11] (pp 72-88). Because
the subjects tracked different materials no comparisions could be made between the
subjects' tracking data. However, tracking was not meant to provide any information
on the relative abilites of the two subjects to use the amplitude envelope cues. Rather,
the tracking was meant to train the subjects on using the amplitude envelope cues.
2.1.2 Clarke sentences
There are 600 Clarke sentences with five to ten words per sentence (no key words
are indicated). The Clarke sentences have subject matter consisting of conversational
topics arranged in a predictable manner. Example sentences include "Seven boys
made a long table at school", "Miss Brown liked to read about animals", and "The
house behind the hospital was old". The sentences were spoken by two female teachers
of the deaf (SR and RK), and recorded on videotape along with a running SMPTE
time code. The sentences were recorded as an audiovisual signal using a wide angle
camera lens (the face filled up the top half of the vertical viewing area and roughly
three-eighthes of the horizontal viewing area). With the aid of the SMPTE time code
on window dub tapes, the beginning and end of the visual portion of each sentence
was noted. The sentences were transferred to laserdisk using the beginning and end
times of the visual portion of the sentence.
Subject HF was tested on sentences 1-181, 201-269, 301-460 and 501-549. Subject
JG was tested on sentences 1-149, 201-249, 301-460, and 501-569.
2.2 Written Survey
In addition to the sentence intelligibility tests, the subjects were also given a written
survey to report the performance of the hearing aids in a variety of circumstances.
The Profile of Hearing Aid Performance (PHAP) by Robin M. Cox and Christine
Gilmore [13] was used. This survey asks the subject to evaluate the veracity of 66
statements concerning the facility of communicating in many different circumstances,
both with and without the aid. Example statements include "When I am in a crowded
grocery store, talking with the cashier, I can follow the conversation", "I can under-
stand my family when they speak softly to me" and "I miss a lot of information when
I'm listening to a lecture". The subjects were instructed to answer each question
with one of seven possible responses, A. Always (99%o); B. Almost Always (87%); C.
Generally (75%); D. Half-the-time (50%); E. Occasionally (25%,); F. Seldom (12%)
and G. Never (1%). The subjects were to answer each question with the answer that
came closest to their everyday experience. If they had not experienced a particu-
lar situation, they were to imagine how they would respond to a similiar situation.
In order to score the surveys, the 66 questions were grouped into seven categories
(famliair talkers (FT), ease of communication (EC), reverberation (RV), reduced cues
(RC), background noise (BN), aversiveness of sounds (AV), and distortion of sounds
(DS).) A subscore was calculated for each category. The subscores were calculated
by taking a numerical average of the responses to the questions in the category.
2.3 Subjects
The impaired individuals who are likely to be good candidates to recieve benefit from
the amplitude envelope cues are those who have residual hearing at low frequencies.
Subjects were first screened for this specific hearing profile. An advertisement
was placed in the Newsletter of the Boston Guild for the Hard of Hearing requesting
audiograms from any interested individuals. These audiograms were examined and
patients whose profile showed that they only had low frequency hearing was asked to
come to the lab for initial tests. Audiograms for all subjects who participated in this
initial screening are shown in Appendix A.
Subject SA Own Aid 1 Envelope 2 Envelopes
HF (day 1) 47 75 48
HF (day 2) 33 76 43
JG 16 52 41
LL 14 81 50
AW 4 89 10 30
CH 14 86 43
GR 26 91 73
TSK 34 74 55
WB 13 89 54
AVERAGE 20 80 37 50
Table 2.1: Results of preliminary experiments with impaired individuals (Scores are
in percent words correct)
2.3.1 Initial Screening
CLARKE sentences were presented to eight hearing impaired individuals under the
conditions of speechreading alone, speechreading supplemented by one or two ampli-
tude envelopes, and speechreading supplemented by the listener's hearing aid. The
single amplitude envelope signal used was the one which Grant, Braida and Renn
found to be the most effective, a 200Hz carrier tone modulated by the envelope of an
octave-wide band centered at 500Hz. The double band amplitude envelope included
Grant, Braida and Renn's most effective single band, as well as a 500Hz carrier tone
modulated by the amplitude envelope of a 2000Hz-wide frequency band centered at
3300 Hz. Subjects who had no hearing at 500Hz were given the single amplitude
envelope signal, while those who had small amounts of hearing at 500Hz were given
the two amplitude envelope cue. On average word intelligibility scores increased from
20% for speechreading alone to 37% when speechreading was supplemented by one
envelope to 50% when speechreading was supplemented by two envelopes. However,
word intelligibility scores increased to 80% when speechreading was supplemented by
the subjects' own hearing aids.
Two subjects received benefit from the amplitude envelope cues comparable to
that from their own aids (HF and JG). In addition, their intelligibility scores with
JG HF
Age During Study (1995) 62 68
Occupation Before Retirement Nursing Instructor Teacher
Cause of Hearing Loss Not known Not known
When Hearing Loss First Noted 1976 1950
Family History of Hearing Loss No Yes
Use Fingerspelling No No
Use Sign Language No No
Daily Use of Hearing Aid 12 - 14 hours 12-16 hours
Table 2.2: Biographical information of HF and JG
Name 250Hz (l,r) 500Hz (l,r) 1000Hz (1,r)
HF 95,90 100,95 100,95
JG 75,65 100,95 110,110
Table 2.3: Audiograms of HF and JG
their own hearing aids were lower than those of normal hearing listeners using Grant,
Braida and Renn's most effective amplitude envelope. It seemed possible that these
listeners could be trained to use the amplitude envelope cues more effectively than
their current hearing aids. These individuals were selected as subjects for the study.
Although HF and JG were both deemed suitable subjects for the study, the history
and audiograms of HF and JG differ in two main respects (see Tables 2.2 and 2.3).
First, HF began losing her hearing about 45 years ago, and her hearing loss appears
to show a familial inheritance pattern. JG began losing her hearing just 20 years ago,
and there is no history of hearing loss in her family. Second, JG has more hearing
than HF at 250Hz, but less at 1000Hz.
Isolation
Insert Earphones
Figure 2-1: Equipment Configuration for Tracking
2.4 Procedures
2.4.1 Training
Tracking is a procedure originally described in 1978 by DeFilippo and Scott [6] for
evaluating and training the reception of speech. The basic procedure is that a talker
reads from a text, and a receiver repeats verbatim what was said. If the receiver does
not give a verbatim response, the speaker uses a strategy to try to correct the response
before moving on to the next passage. A more detailed description of tracking can be
found in DeFilippo and Scott's original paper [6], as well as in a chapter prepared by
De Filippo in September 1988's The Volta Review [5]. Connected discourse tracking
was employed to train both HF and JG to use the amplitude envelope signals. The
subjects trained first on Grant, Braida and Renn's most effective cue, then on the
double band signal that was used in the screening experiments. Because both subjects
tracked at a higher rate with the two envelopes, this processing scheme was used for
most of the training.
The setup of the equipment used for the tracking sessions is shown in Figure
2-3. During tracking, the speaker spoke into a microphone outside the sound proof
booth, and the amplitude envelope cues were derived and presented by an Ariel signal
processing board resident on one of the PC's in the Communications Biophysics
Laboratory. This board employs a Motorola 96000 Digital Signal Processing Chip
which had been programmed to do the appropriate signal processing computations.
The output of the board was amplified by a Crown amplifier. The processed signal was
then presented to the subjects inside the sound proof booth through EAR Auditory
Systems' Eartone Insert Earphones.
HF and JG were trained during weekly tracking sessions of duration 40 minutes
to one hour. HF came in for 10 sessions, while JG had 12.
2.4.2 The Field Study
The core of research was a field study to test the efficacy of the amplitude envelope
cues in a realistic environment. After their training using the tracking method ap-
peared to produce a stable level of performance, the subjects were given the "SIVO"
portable hearing aids. These aids had two settings. In one setting, the aids derived
and presented the amplitude envelope cues, while in the other, the aids acted as lin-
early amplifiers. The subjects were instructed to wear the aids whenever they would
wear their normal hearing aid. They were told to use the aid in the envelope pro-
ducing mode whenever they were involved in any situation in which they would be
speechreading, such as face-to-face communication or television watching. The sub-
jects were instructed to use the linear amplification mode on the two band producing
device in situations when they were not speechreading.
As mentioned above, the subjects trained with both Grant, Braida and Renn's
most effective signal [8], as well as the double band amplitude envelope cue used in
the screening. The SIVO aids were first programmed to present Grant, Braida and
Renn's signal. The subjects wore the aid for four weeks while the aid was in this
precessing scheme.
Every two weeks the subjects were tested in MIT's Sensory Communications'
Lab to evaluate their ability to use the amplitude envelope signal. Two tests were
conducted on each visit to evaluate the progress.
First, the PHAP written survey was administered to the subjects so that they
could rank the practicality, usefullness and comfort of the signals produced by the
SiVo devices.
Second, the sentence intelligibility tests were administered to compare the lis-
tener's understanding of speech through speechreading alone, speechreading supple-
mented by her own aid, and speechreading supplemented by the amplitude envelope
cues. The intelligibility tests for speechreading supplemented by the amplitude enve-
lope cues were conducted using the configuration of Figure 2-4 as follows. A CLARKE
sentence was played on a 14" Panasonic Monitor-Recorder model 513A located at the
subject's eye level, approximately three feet from the subject. The audio compo-
nent of the sentence was processed by an Ariel DSP96 signal processing board to
produce the amplitude envelope cues. All testing was done using signals derived by
the DSP96, not the SiVo aids. The signals were presented to the subjects via EAR
Auditory Systems' EARTONE 3A 50 Ohm Insert Earphones (Serial Numbers 03595
and 03596). The subject then wrote down everything she perceived to be said.
The single band envelope cue (1BE) used in the lab was produced by prefiltering
the speech with a one-octave bandpass filter centered at 500Hz. This filter consisted
of a 8 Butterworth biquad stages. The rectified bandpass signal was smoothed to
derive an envelope by a 50Hz lowpass filter, made of 4 butterworth biquad stages.
The envelope modulated a 200Hz carrier tone. All computations on the Ariel DSP96
were performed using floating-point arithmetic.
The two band envelope signal (2BE) consisted of a lower band that was identical to
the one used in the 1BE signal. It had a second component derived from a 2000Hz-
wide band centered at 3300Hz. This bandpass filter was also implemented using
eight Butterworth (floating point) biquad stages. The signal was smoothing filtered
by a 50Hz lowpass filter identical to the one in the above paragraph. The amplitude
envelope modulated a carrier tone at 500Hz.
When the subjects were tested on sentence intelligibility using their own aids, the
same testing setup was used except that the Ariel board was programmed to pass its
input directly to the output; amplitude envelopes were not extracted. In this setup,
the output of the Crown amplifier was applied to two wall-mounted Optimus AV
40-2048 speakers rather than to the insert headphones.
Isolation
Transformer
Figure 2-2: Equipment Configuration for Sentence Intelligibility Tests
Finally, when the subjects were tested on the intelligibility of speechreading alone,
both the speakers and the insert earphones were disconnected.
Two lists of CLARKE sentences (10 sentences per list) were presented for the each
test condition. The subjects' responses were scored based on the percentage of all
words correctly identified.
After four weeks, the processing scheme was changed to the 2BE signal. Again,
the subjects wore the aids for a month using this processing scheme. The subjects
were tested every two weeks using the same procedures as with the 1BE signal.
Chapter 3
Hearing Aids
In order to conduct the field study, portable SiVo hearing aids that could derive
and present the amplitude envelope cues were used. Signal processing routines to
produce the amplitude envelope signals were developed on a PC-based digital signal
processing board in the Communications Biophysics Laboratory. These routines were
then ported to the portable hearing aid that contained a digital signal processing chip.
3.1 Signal Processing Routines
The signal processing routines were first developed on a TMS320C50 Digital Signal
Processing Starter Kit (DSK). The TMS320C50 DSK has a resident TMS320C50
fixed point DSP chip operating at 41.472MHz. The DSK board used a TLC32040C
analog interface circuit, which with the above clocking yielded sampling frequencies
of 7.2, 8.0, 9.6, 14.4, and 19.2 kHz. The TMS320C50 performs fixed point (16 bit)
calculations. Extended precision arithmetic was used for critical operations (see be-
low). The DSK interfaced through an RS232 with a 486-based PC in the lab. More
information on the DSK can be found in TI's TMS320C5x DSP Starter Kit User's
Guid [16]. Information on the TMS320C50 itself can be found in TI's TMS320C5x
User's Guide [17].
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Figure 3-1: Signal Processing to Produce One Amplitude Envelope
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Figure 3-2: Signal Processing to Produce Two Amplitude Envelopes
3.1.1 Filters
The single amplitude envelope processing was implemented at 8.0 kHz sampling fre-
quency on the DSK board, and 8.0kHz sampling on the SiVo aids. The signal was first
filtered by an octave bandpass filter centered at 500HZ. This filter was implemented
using four Butterworth biquad stages. The signal was then full-wave rectified. The
rectified signal was smoothing filtered by a lowpass filter whose cutoff was at 50Hz
and was implemented by three Butterworth biquad filter stages. The amplitude en-
velope was then multiplied by a 200Hz sinewave. The prefilter and smoothing filter
widths were the same as the most successful tested by the Grant, Braida and Renn
study [8].
The processing to implement the two amplitude envelope signals was implemented
first on the DSK board with a 9.6kHz sampling rate, and then on the SiVo's with a
10.0kHz sampling rate. Because the sampling frequencies were different between the
DSK and the SiVo, two sets of filter and sine-wave generating coefficients were used.
The first amplitude envelope signal was produced by a one-octave bandpass prefilter
centered at 500Hz, implemented using three Butterworth biquad stages. The pre-
filter for the second band was 2000Hz wide, centered at 3300Hz. This bandpass filter
consisted of two eliptic biquad stages. Each channel was smoothed by a 50Hz low-
pass filter consisting of two Butterworth biquad stages. The first channel's envelope
was used to amplitude modulate a carrier tone at 200Hz, while the second envelope
modulated a carrier tone at 500Hz. This processing was the similiar to Breeuwer
and Plomp's most effective two band signal, except it was adapted to the limited fre-
quency range of the impaired subjects by lowering the carriers from 500Hz to 200Hz
for the first band, and from 3160Hz to 500Hz for the second band. The second band
was also amplified by a factor of 2 (producing 6dB of relative gain) compared to the
first band to compensate for the subjects' increased hearing loss at 500Hz.
The filter coefficients were produced by software developed by David Lum [18].
The coefficients were produced in floating point, and converted to fixed point by
multiplying by 16384, and rounding to the nearest integer. The filters produced by
the floating point coefficients are depicted in Appendix G.
Both smoothing filters were more than adequate despite the small number of
stages. Both had a flat passband, with progressive attenuation beginning at 50Hz.
The filter for the second band of the 2BE producing aids was quite sharp considering
it was produced by only 2 eliptic stages. The filter exhibited a steep roll off at 2300Hz
and 4300Hz, and a flat passband. The two octave band filters, however, were much
less ideal because of their small number of Butterworth stages. The bandpass filter
for the 1BE aid had steep attenuation for inputs less than 350Hz and inputs greater
than 750Hz. Unfortunately, the passband of the aid was not flat. There was 10dB
of attenuation at 700Hz relative to the attenuation at 350Hz. The bandpass for the
low frequency band of the 2BE aid was constructed of 2 Butterworth stages, and was
therefore not very sharp. There was only 5dB of attenuation at 0Hz, and 20dB of
attenuation was not achieved for frequencies less than 1750Hz.
It is important to note that these are the ideal filter profiles produced by the
floating point coefficients. The actual filtering performed by the SiVo aids was often
quite different, as will be discussed below.
The signal processing routines developed for the DSK board and the SiVo aid, for
both the single and double band signals, are included in Appendix H.
The characteristics of the filters are provided because the Grant, Braida and Renn
study [8] demonstrated that filter bandwidths are correlated with the efficacy of the
amplitude envelope signals. Because of the large number of processor cycles needed
to produce the amplitude envelopes using fixed point arithmetic the number of poles
for each filter was limited. During each sampling period the TMS320C50 chip used
in the SiVo aid could process at most nine biquad stages total for all filters.
Five SiVo hearing aids were programmed with the signal processing routines to
derive and present the amplitude envelope cues. Three were programmed to produce
the 1BE signal, while two were programmed to produce the 2BE signal. The 2BE
aids were also capable of operating in a linear amplification mode in which the output
consisted of a linearly amplified version of the input (restricted to frequencies less than
4500Hz).
3.2 SiVo Hearing Aids
The SiVo aids were designed and built by John Walliker of Laryngograph Inc. of
London, England. Although the SiVo aids were designed to be programmable, it was
not possible to program the aids locally. As a result, the signal processing routines
were ported to the aids by Walliker.
The SiVos use a TMS320C50PQA57 fixed point Digital Signal Processing Chip.
This chip is rated at 80MHz over the commercial 0 - 700 C range. The SiVos use a
69.12MHz crystal, yielding an instruction cycle time of 29ns. This frequency can be
subdivided to provide A-D and D-A sampling frequencies of 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, and
24 kHz [14]. The SiVos used in this study were numbers 921018, 950803, 950804,
950805, and 950806. SiVos 921018, 950803 and 950806 were programmed to produce
the 1BE signal; Sivo's 950804 and 950805 produced the 2BE signal.
The Sivos are powered by custom made battery packs supplied by Larygograph.
The battery packs contain 4 NiCd cells, each with a capacity of 1.4 Ah. The are pro-
tected with a 2A polyswitch overcurrent protector which becomes a high impedance
if the current significantly exceeds 2A or if the temperature reaches 80 0 C.[15]
3.2.1 Battery Chargers
The battery packs were charged using Total Power International Inc's HEC57-12
NiCd and NiMH battery charger. This charger delivered 600mA of constant current
for 8 to 10 series connected cells. The charging was terminated by a -dV/dt sensor
in the charger, to protect the battery packs from damage. Because the chargers were
designed to charge 8-10 series connected NiCd cells, two battery packs were connected
in series for charging.
3.3 Characterizing the Aids
The input/output relationship of the aids was determined using the experimental
setup shown in Figure 2-5. Amplitude modulated sine waves were produced by the
Ariel board, amplified, and then broadcast inside of a sound proof booth by two
Optimus wall mounted loudspeakers. All signals were 100% amplitude modulated.
The 17 conditions used to characterize the single channel aids are shown in Appendix
B; the 34 signals used to characterize the two channel devices are shown in Appendix
C. The sound level at the microphone of the SiVo was measured by a Realistic Sound
Level Meter model 33-2055. Both amplification controls on the aids were set to
half maximum. At this level, the output of the aids did not exhibit clipping. Also,
there was significant noise introduced to the output of the aids when the output
volume control was set to more than about 15 degrees past halfway. This noise had
a uniform spectrum, and was therefore believed to be white noise introduced by the
output amplifier. The input to the sound-level meter, and the output of the SiVo
were displayed on a scope, where the output was measured.
The output of all aids was also analyzed by a Hewlett Packard 35660A Dynamic
Signal Analyzer to ensure that the carrier frequencies were what they were designed
to be.
Sound Proof Booth
Figure 3-3: Equipment Configuration for the Calibration of the Aids
3.4 Results of Characterizing the Aids
3.4.1 The 1BE Aids
When the output of the single channel aids was analyzed by the Hewlett Packard
Dynamic Signal Analyzer 35660A, it was found that the carrier tone had a frequency
of 206Hz, close to the 200 Hz intended.
The results of the characterization tests of the single channel aids are included in
Appendix F. Some important results of these tests are summarized below.
First, there was substantial variation across aids in the output levels. The peak
voltages of the output ranged from 6V for aids 921018 and 950803 to 0.75V for aid
950806.
Second, the passband of the octave band filter was different than intended. In all
of the aids, the peak output occured for a 750Hz input. At 750Hz the output levels
were about 4dB higher than at 250Hz or 500Hz. It was expected that a 350Hz input
would produce the largest output (see Figure G-3).
Furthermore, although the passband was intended to be 1 octave in width centered
at 500Hz, input frequencies of 250Hz and 1250Hz produce considerable outputs. Aid
921018 was characterized before the test protocol was fully developed and used with
aids 950803 and 950806. As a result there are fewer data points characterizing the
performance of the aid. Although according to figure 3-6 it appears that aid 921018
produces substantial output for frequencies upto 2000Hz, this is probably not the
case. The additional bandwidth seen in the graph can be attributed to the fact that
no data was taken between 1000Hz and 2000Hz for that aid.
Each aid generates a certain amount of noise. The minimum output voltages never
reach OV for the 100% modulated tones. Even when there is no input to the aids,
some 200Hz output is produced (see Table 3.6).
Finally, all three aids do not follow the envelope of the input signal precisely at
modulation frequencies over 32Hz. The maximum and minimum voltages obtained
converged for modulation frequencies of 64Hz. This is what was expected since a
50Hz smoothing filter was used.
3.4.2 The 2BE Aids
When the output of the 2BE aids was analyzed by the Hewlett Packard Signal Ana-
lyzer it was found that the carrier tones had frequencies of exactly 200Hz and 500Hz.
The results of the other characterization tests on the two channel aids are included
in Appendix F.
The most important result of these tests is that neither of the 2 channel aids
produced a sufficiently powerful output. Aid 950804 produced a maximum output
of 0.6V, while aid 950805 produced a maximum output of 0.4V. These outputs are
similiar to what was produced by aid 950806.
Both of the two channel aids produced noise. With no input signal, both aids
produced an output of 0.02V, only 30dB below maximum output.
As with the 1BE devices, the two channel aids did not have a fiat passband
characteristic centered around 500Hz. Both of the two channel aids exhibited a slight
peak in the passband near 750Hz. The 2000Hz wide filters centered at 3300HZ also
exhibited considerable passband ripple. In both of the aids the filter for the second
band had a significant dip at 3500Hz, with peaks at 3000Hz and 3750Hz.
The high-frequency bandpass filter was actually quite steep in the two channel
devices. No output signal could be measured for frequencies more than 1000Hz above
or below the center of the passband. The low-frequency bandpass filter, however,
was not nearly as sharp. Although it did not produce significant ouput for input
frequencies below 250Hz, it did not fully attenuate input signals until roughly 1500Hz.
The octave band prefilter in the 2BE devices was actually more effective in the SiVos
than might have been expected.
Finally, as with the single channel devices, the two channel devices did not follow
the envelope of the input signal for modulation frequencies over 32Hz. This would
again be expected since both channels of the two channel device also employ a 50Hz
smoothing filter.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Filter Properties
The filters used in the SiVo aids did not achieve the designed specifications very well.
Their passbands were not flat, and they did not have particularly steep attenuation
in their stop bands. These characteristics could be a direct result of the fact that the
filtering was implemented in fixed point arithmetic, and that few stages were used to
construct each filter.
The filter coefficients were stored as 16-bit fixed-point numbers, while all of the
state variables obtained during filtering were stored as 32-bit numbers. The actual
arithmetic opeerations were performed in a 32 bit arithmetic register. For arithmetic
operations involving the state variables, the operations were first conducted on the
16 low order bits of each state variable, and then on the high order 16 bits. The
48 bit number thus produced was reduced to 32 bits by truncating the 16 low order
bits. It is possible that the excessive passband ripple in the second band of the 2BE
aids could be due to the imprecision of the filter coefficients, and the fact that all
operations were carried out in fixed point.
Because of the large number of processing cycles that are required for double
precision arithmetic on the TMS320C50, the total number of filter stages that could
be realized in 100 p secs of computation was limited. For the 2BE signal, for example,
only 9 stages of filtering could be computed in 100 psecs. The best compromise was
achieved using 3 prefilter stages for the low band, 2 prefilter stages for the upper
band, and 2 stages for each of the smoothing filters. This is considerably less filtering
than used by Grant et. al., and than was achieved with the floating point DSP96
processor on the Ariel board.
The filters should be robust to the perturbations of fixed point arithmetic. They
should have steep attenuation in their stop band, and a flat passband. The smooth-
ing filters were satisfactorily produced by the 2-3 Butterworth stages. The bandpass
filters, however, need to be improved. The two bandpass filters implemented using
Butterworth stages were not steep, and their passbands were sloped. These charac-
teristics were predicted by their floating point coefficients and were due to the limited
number of stages used. The Butterworth biquad stages were more or less resilient to
the imprecision of fixed point coefficients and arithmetic, although some frequencies
were amplified more than they should have been. The prefilter implemented in eliptic
stages was steep, but its passband contained excessive ripple. The passband of the
eliptic filter was not as flat as was expected.
A compromise must be achieved between the steepness of the filters, and their
resiliency to fixed point arithmetic. Quantifying how steep the filters need to be, and
how much passband ripple can be tolerated, should be addressed so that better filters
can be developed.
3.5.2 Lack of Power
The two channel devices did not produce a sufficiently powerful output for an accurate
evaluation of the efficacy of the 2BE signal. This problem should be addressed by
Laryngograph LTD, and the aids should be redistributed in the 2BE configuration.
Chapter 4
Results
4.1 Tracking Results
The tracking data for both subjects (Appendix C) is plotted in Figure 3-1. All
data shown is for tracking with the 2BE signals. The 1BE signal was only used in
a few tracking sessions. Both subjects show a modest increase in tracking rates as
the tracking sessions progressed. JG's rates increased from an average of 10.2WPM
(averaged over the first three sessions) to an average of 13.0WPM (Averaged over
the last three sessions). Similarly, HF's tracking rates increased from an average
of 10.4WPM to 15.5 WPM. It is not possible to attribute this increase in tracking
rates solely to improved facility with the 2BE signal. First, this increase is not larger
than the variability occasionally seen between two subsequent tracking sessions (eg
sessions 3 and 4 of JG or sessions 8 and 9 of HF). Second, over the 10-12 tracking
sessions the subject unquestionably also became more familiar with the experimenter's
manner of speaking and the experimenter developed improved methods of correcting
her mistakes. Thus, although the tracking sessions probably did lead to increased
facility with the two channel signal (see below), this increased facility was not the
only factor which lead to the increase in tracking rates.
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Figure 4-2: CLARKE word intelligibility scores for JG
4.2 Distribution of the Aids
When the single channel aids were distributed, subject JG was given aid 921018, and
HF was given aid 950803.
When the two channel aids were distributed, subject JG was given aid 950804,
while HF was given aid 950805.
4.3 Word Intelligibility Tests
The results of JG's CLARKE sentence intelligibility tests (Appendix D) are shown
in Figure 3-2, and HF's CLARKE sentence intelligibility tests (Appendix D) are
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Figure 4-3: CLARKE word intelligibility scores for HF
depicted in Figure 3-3.
As can be seen in Figure 3-2, after tracking JG's intelligibility scores with the 1BE
signal increased relative to her intelligibility scores with speechreading supplemented
by her own aid, as well as speechreading alone. During the subject screening portion
of the study, JG scored 41% correct with the envelope cues, compared to 52% correct
with her own aid. She was not tested during screening with the 2BE signal. After
tracking, JG's score with 1BE cue remained at 41%. However, on that same day her
score with her own aid had dropped to 38%, whereas she scored 47% with the 2BE
signal. After tracking, it would appear that both the 1BE and the 2BE signals were
providing more benefit to JG's speechreading than her own aid.
After JG had used the 1BE aid for a month, her intelligibility score peaked at 55%
correct for the speechreading supplemented by the 1BE signal. This is the highest
score that JG achieved on any sentence intelligibility tests and represents an increase
of 18 points over the intelligibility score of 37% which was registered after JG had
used the aid for two weeks. The score of 55% is even more significant because it was
achieved on a day when JG's speechreading alone score was relatively low (17%). For
all tests with the 1BE signal, JG's speechreading alone scores were in the range of
14% - 22%
JG's performance with the 2BE signal did not improve relative to her SA score
during the period she used the 2BE aid. On the day that JG was given the 2BE aid
(T2), her score was 43% using the 2BE signal. After she had used the 2BE aid for
two weeks, her score increased to 50%; after four weeks it was 51%. However, JG's
speechreading alone scores also increased while she used the 2BE aid. She scored 17%
at the first session, 36% at the second and 29% during the third testing session. This
increased facility speechreading the CLARKE sentence materials, which might have
been due to an increasing familiarity with the test materials, may have contributed
to the increased scores obtained with the 2BE signal.
HF did not receive as much benefit from the amplitude envelope cues relative to
speechreading alone and speechreading supplemented by her own aid. After tracking,
I-IF achieved a score of 97% using her own aid. This score is 38 points higher than
her score with the 2BE signal during the same testing session.
This 59% score with the 2BE signal was 16 points higher than her score on the
same condition during screening. However, it is unlikely that this increase in score
can be attributed solely to training with the 2BE signal. HF's speechreading alone
score on testing day TO was 18 points higher than her SA score on the day that she
was screened using the 2BE signal. Curiously, HF had stopped smoking four days
prior to the screening tests in which she scored the 33% SA and 43% speechreading
supplemented with the 2BE signal.
HF achieved higher intelligibility scores for the amplitude envelope cues than for
speechreading alone only 3 out of a possible 6 test sessions. As mentioned above,
HF's score was 59% using the 2BE signal vs 51% for speechreading alone during the
testing session immediately after tracking was terminated (TO). After HF had the
1BE aid for a month she achieved a score of 55% for speechreading supplemented
by the 1BE signal, compared to 51% speechreading alone (T2). After she had used
the 2BE aid for a month she scored 47% for speechreading supplemented by the 2BE
signal, vs. 35% speechreading alone (T4). Unfortunately, no tests were conducted
after HF had used the 2BE aid for two weeks because of the Christmas holiday and
a snow storm which prevented her from coming to the lab. However, a clear trend
is evident in the data: HF performed much better with her own aid than with the
amplitude envelope cues, and she performed only marginally worse speechreading
alone than speechreading supplemented with either of the envelope cues.
4.4 Profile of Hearing Aid Performance
JG's scoring of the Profile of Hearing Aid Performance (PHAP) (Appendix E),
and is shown in Figure 3-4. It is important to note that a low score is preferable on
the PHAP (i.e. a 1 is the best possible). The PHAP was administered every two
weeks when the subjects came to the lab. Because the second group of scores for
each of the envelope producing aids was obtained after JG had the aids for a month,
(as compared to two weeks for the first group) these scores probably more closely
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reflect the true nature of the aid. Therefore, only the second group of scores will be
discussed.
For JG, 1BE aid produced the lowest scores in the FT, EC, BN, AV, and DS
categories, with scores 45, 48, 18, 20, and 38 points better than her own aid. The
1BE aid scored much better than speechreading alone in the FT, EC, RC, BN, and
DS categories, by 63, 70, 22, 33, 57, and 38 points. JG's unaided "AV" score was
very low because her hearing loss is so severe that she can not hear sounds without
the assistance of a hearing aid.
For JG, the 2BE aid produced similiar scores to her own aid. The 2BE aid received
a better score than her own aid in the FT category by 19 points, but poorer scores
(by 8, 10, and 7 points). Both her own aid and the envelope producing aid scored
much better than speechreading alone in all categories except RV, AV, and DS, where
their scores were comparable.
The PHAP scores for to be discussed for HF (Appendix E, and Figure 3-5) were
obtained after she had used the aids for a month. First, as with JG, HF's unaided
"AV" score was low. HF's loss is so severe that she doesn't hear sound when she is
not wearing a hearing aid.
HF found the 1BE aid better than her own aid in the FT, RC and DS categories
(by 20, 17, and 40 points respectively). HF's own aid scored better than the 1BE aid
in the AV category (by 16 points). The 2BE aid was better than her own aid in the
FT, EC, and DS categories (by 20, 13, and 25 points), while her own aid was better
in the BN category (by 15 points). As with JG, both envelope producing aids and
her own aid scored significantly better than speechreading alone in most categories
(except AV, for the reasons mentioned above).
JG's scores on the PHAP correspond to her experiences with the aids. She found
the 1BE aid to be extremely beneficial to her speechreading. There were many sounds
that she said she could not hear with her old aid that she could hear with the 1BE aid.
Conversations with her son and friends were much less laborious. She commented that
for the first time in years she did not have to resort to writing parts of a conversation
on pieces of paper. After JG had dropped the aid so that it did not work for a day
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or two before it was repaired she had to use her own hearing aid. She said that using
that aid made her feel like she was "newly deaf" again. JG complained that the 2BE
aid was not as helpful as 1BE aid, and was often quite frustrating to use. She said
that some conversations were again difficult, and that at times the aid made her very
uncomfortable.
HF's results, unlike JG's, do not seem to correspond to the anecdotal accounts
she gave of her experience with the aid. She experienced considerable difficulty using
the aid to understand speech in almost all circumstances. It would be erroneous to
conclude that the envelope aid was better than her own aid, as the PHAP scores might
suggest. Rather, the envelope aids might have been given more positive scores than
they deserve because HF wanted the envelope aids to score well (and she probably
didn't want to hurt the experimenter's feelings).
Chapter 5
Discussion
JG received substantial benefit from the SiVo aid programmed to produce the 1BE
signal. The single channel aid has replaced her previous hearing aid as her aid of
choice. JG did not find the 2BE signal as useful as 1BE signal. HF could not
effectively use either of the amplitude envelope producing aids to supplement her
speechreading, and she has returned to the use of her previous aid. The ramifications
of these results, and the questions they raise, are discussed below.
5.1 Subjects
Now that it is known that certain subjects can benefit from aids that provide am-
plitude envelope signals, it must be determined which subjects will benefit. Several
conclusions can be drawn from the fact that JG benefitted from the aid, while HF
d(lid not.
5.1.1 Screening Subjects
The first conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that the efficacy of the
amplitude envelope cues can not be wholly predicted from the audiogram of the
hearing impaired individual. A necessary requirement for a person to be benefitted
by aids based on this method of processing is that they have residual hearing at low
frequencies, and very little or no hearing at frequencies above 500Hz. However, this
does not appear to be a sufficient condition. All of the eight patients screened for
the study had a severe high frequency hearing loss with some residual hearing that
extended to roughly 500Hz. However, of the eight screened, 6 received more benefit
from their own aids than listeners with normal hearing receive from the amplitude
envelope cues(e.g. Grant, Braida and Renn, 1991 [8]. It seemed unlikely that they
would be helped by the 1BE signal. Of the two who received comparable benefit from
their own aids as normal hearing listeners received from the amplitude envelope cues,
only JG actually found the 1BE signal useful.
If an audiogram can not predict who will and who will not benefit from these
aids, what tests should be performed? The most accurate predictions appear to
be the screening intelligibility test results using everyday sentence material. The
patient who benefitted most from the aids was the one who scored worst on the
sentence intelligibility tests when using her own aid. Almost all impaired individuals
tested on the amplitude envelope cues obtained supplemented speechreading scores
of 50% or greater (see Table 2.1) either on first exposure to the signal, or after some
training was provided. Therefore, any impaired individual who has residual hearing
at low frequencies, and scores less than 60% on everyday sentence material sentence
intelligibility tests using their own aid is likely to receive comparable or greater benefit
from an amplitude envelope cue producing aid.
A second possible predictor is the difference in tracking rates with the amplitude
envelope signals compared to those with linearly amplified speech. During one track-
ing session each subject received linearly amplified sound rather than the envelope
signals. HF said that amplified speech sounded "much clearer" and her tracking rates
doubled. JG, on the other hand, complained that the speech was not as clear as it
had been, and her tracking rate decreased.
Sentence intelligibility tests are not perfect indicators of how much a person will
benefit from the amplitude envelope producing aids, however. JG's maximum in-
telligibility score for her own aid (52%) is only marginally lower than her best score
using the amplitude envelope producing aid (55%). The laboratory tests can not fully
predict how much benefit a person will receive from the aid in the real world. Other
factors must also be at work.
An important difference between the 1BE aid and JG's own aid seemed to be that
the 1BE aid's sound was much more comfortable than her previous aid's output. JG
had two hearing characteristics that limited the usefulness of a traditional hearing
aid. First, not only was her hearing restricted to low frequencies, but also her hearing
dropped off precipitously. JG had a 35dB loss at 10Hz, 70dB loss at 250Hz, and a
100dB loss at and above 500Hz. In this respect her audiogram was not very different
than HF's. However, JG also had a very small range between her hearing and pain
thresholds, often only a few dB. JG was uncomfortable when she adjusted her own
hearing aid to present its ouput at 250Hz audibly because the output of the aid at
100Hz would be at or above her pain threshold. She often commented that in order
for her to get any benefit from her own aid it would have to be set so that it was
uncomfortable to listen to. However, with the envelope producing aid this was not a
problem. The 1BE aid produces only a narrow range of frequencies. The output can
readily be adjusted so that only this range is both audible and comfortable.
5.1.2 Lifestyle
A second factor that influences the benefit provided by the amplitude envelope pro-
ducing aids is the lifestyle of the impaired individual. This is a second area in which
JG and HF differed considerably. JG communicates mainly in one on one situations
with her son or with close friends. She seemed to be happiest with the aid when re-
counting how easily she could talk to a friend or her son over a meal, or during a quiet
evening at home. She said that she had given up on being able to communicate while
in a small group years ago. She did not try to use the new aid in such situations.
The only other situation in which she used the aid substantially was in a bank or
department store conversing with a teller or cashier. HF, however, belongs to many
organizatons and has a large family. Although the aid works well for her when talking
to one person at a time, it does not perform acceptably when she attends a board
meeting or when is with a group of her children and grandchildren. HF seems to be
most disappointed with the aid because of its performance in such group situations.
The amplitude envelope producing aids used in this study appear to be best suited
to one on one face to face communication.
The factors which contribute to the success of the aid in one patient, and not in
another, must be more clearly defined. More subjects need to be recruited so that
more definitive connections can be made between a person's hearing profile, lifestyle
and success with the aid.
5.2 Effect of Training
In this study the subjects were trained to use the envelope signals for 10-12 weeks
before they were provided with the aids for use in the field. Such a training schedule
might be prohibitively long. The tracking sessions can shortened, but should not be
completely eliminated.
Both JG and HF's intelligibility scores improved somewhat during the training
sessions, although the amount of this improvement is probably small. Although JG's
intelligibility score for the 1BE signal did not improve during training, scores using
her own aid worsened. Although HF's score with the 2BE signal did increase, her
SA score also improved. Thus it is unclear whether her benefit from the 2BE signal
actually increased.
However, JG's ability to use the 1BE cues improved much more while she was
using the aid than it did during training: 15 points during a period of 12 - 14 hours
per day of use over a period of 4 weeks. This improvement would probably not have
occurred during a year of one hour per week training sessions.
HF did not show such improvement while using either of the aids. In fact, the
almost 40 percentage point deficit of her envelope scores relative to her own aid scores
would probably have been difficult to surmount with any amount of training.
JG's lack of improvement with the 2BE aid, and HF's lack of improvement with
both aids, can be attributed to the fact that these devices did not produce the output
levels that the subjects needed to communicate easily (discussed below). Therefore,
HF and JG probably did not use these aids at all times (as instructed). In fact, both
subjects said that at times they were so frustrated by these aids that they reverted
to their own hearing aids. Thus, the same amount of training that JG had with the
1BE aid was not achieved.
When the performance of the amplitude envelope aids fell below that of their own
hearing aids, it appears that the subjects reverted back to their own hearing aids.
Subjects do not tolerate much frustration when using the aids. If communication does
not become easier with the new aids within 2 - 4 weeks, the subjects will abandon
the experimental devices in favor of their own aids.
Patients can train with experimental aids much more in the field than they can
in the laboratory. However, a minimum proficiency level must be reached before
the patients are given the aids, otherwise they will revert to using their own aids
and never attempt to use the experimental aids in the field. Although 12 weeks of
training may not be necessary, the subjects must at least become familiar with the
signal and develop confidence that they can communicate effectively with it. Ideally,
the subjects would be trained until their proficiency with the envelope signals is equal
to or greater than that with their own aids.
5.3 Aids
Although this was a field study of the efficacy of amplitude envelope cues, it is hard
to separate the effectiveness of the signals themselves from the effectiveness of the
hearing aids that produced them. The aids used in this study had several flaws which
limited the effectiveness of the study.
5.3.1 Power of Aids
The most important limitation of the aids was that most of them did not produce
sufficient power to be of any use to severly hearing impaired individuals. Aid 921018
produced enough output to benefit JG, but no other aid produced comparable output
levels. Although aid 950803 approached 921018 in output power, JG complained
that it did not produce a powerful enough signal. Neither of the 2BE aids produced
sufficient power to allow an effective evaluation of the 2BE signal.
The limitations of the aids bring to light two questions. First, might HF have
benefitted from either of the aids if the output had been sufficiently powerful. Second,
would the 2BE aid have been as helpful to JG as the 1BE aid if it had been produced
a comparable output level.
One reason that the sentence intelligibility tests were conducted using laboratory
equiptment, rather than the SiVo aids, was to control for the variability in the aids
and to separate the processing from the processors. However, even with laboratory
produced amplitude envelope signals, HF did not achieve the intelligibility levels that
she achieved with her own conventional aid. Although more power would have un-
questionably helped HF's performance with both of the amplitude evelope producing
aids, she probably would not have found either of the aids more useful than her own
aid.
JG, however, might have found the 2BE aid more useful than the 1BE aid if
greater power output could be achieved. There is some data that suggests this could
be so. After tracking, JG's intelligibility scores using the 2BE signal were higher
than her scores using the 1BE signal. This could have been due to the fact that most
tracking was done using the 2BE signal, and she was therefore more familiar with it,
but it is also possible that the 2BE signal provides more cues to aid speechreading.
Also normal hearing listeners do better with the 2BE signal than with the 1BE signal.
Finally, after JG had used the 2BE aid for 4 weeks, her intelligibility scores (with
laboratory produced signals) for the 2BE cues were close to her best scores with the
1BE cues.
Once the aids are improved by Larygograph LTD, JG should be provided with
another 2BE aid for field trial.
5.3.2 Battery Life
A second limitation of the 2BE aids made their use extremely frustrating for the
subjects. Whereas JG said the batteries for 921018 would last close to 14 hours
without requiring recharging, the same batteries would operate at most 2 - 4 hours in
the 2BE aids. This meant that she would often require four batteries for 8 hours of
daily use. This inconvenience may have caused her to favor her own aid when away
from home.
5.3.3 Size
A final limitation of the SiVo's used in the study was their size, 8" x 3" x 1", much
larger than the patients' own aids. HF in particular voiced concern about size as soon
as she was shown the aid. The size of the aid probably made her less likely to use the
SiVo aids, and more likely to use her own aid in group situations. JG also objected
to the size of the SiVo aid, but tolerated them because they helped her communicate.
5.4 Carrier Frequency
The carrier frequencies used to convey the amplitude envelope signals were 200Hz
and 500Hz. Both subjects seemed to like the sound of the 200Hz carrier tone. HF
commented that voices did not sound "whiny" with the 1BE signal, whereas they
did with her own aid. JG said that the output was very natural sounding. Neither
subject liked the sound of the 500Hz carrier tone. Both complained it was too high,
and was often uncomfortable. Interestingly, even though the power output of the aids
used for the 2BE signal was lower than the power of the 1BE aids, both subject's
PHAP aversiveness scores were greater. Perhaps the 500Hz tone was too high in
frequency, and therefore sounded "screechy". The 500Hz signal of the 2BE aids was
6dB higher in amplitude than the 200Hz signal to compensate for increased loss at
the higher frequencies. Perhaps this difference in output levels made the 2BE signals
more uncomfortable. In the future it may be more beneficial to use lower frequency
carrier tones, particularly for the second envelope, or to present the higher frequency
signal at a lower relative level.
Chapter 6
Future Experiments
This study showed that the 1BE signal can provide aid to speechreading for certain
hearing impaired individuals. The results of this study suggest that several future
experiments should be perormed.
6.1 Recommendations for Future Research
The study of the 2BE aids were limited by the fact that the aids themselves had several
limitations. The aids did not produce sufficient power to help a severly impaired
individual. The batteries for the two envelope producing aids lasted only a few
hours. The SiVos were not programmable as they were designed to be. The first
bandpass filter was not particularly sharp, and the second had significant passband
ripple. These limitations should be addressed, and JG should be retested with the
2BE signal. The aids should be sent back to Larygograph to correct the first three
problems. When the aids can be programmed, new filters should be developed on the
aids themselves, (rather than on the DSK board). New types of biquad stages should
be tested for their steepness and robustness in fixed point computation. Developing
the filters on the SiVo itself will be beneficial because the effect of differences bewteen
the DSK and the SiVo can be eliminated. For example, the SiVo uses different
sampling frequencies than the DSK and operates at a higher computation rate.
6.2 The Second Channel
In addition to the above experiments on the current 2BE signal, research on the
optimum use of the second channel needs to be conducted. Currently, the second
channel is presented entirely independently of the first using a 500Hz carrier tone.
Neither of the patients liked this "high pitched" tone; they found it to be annoying
and uncomfortable at times.
There are many possible solutions to this problem. Perhaps the second carrier
tone could be lowered to a frequency that is not so grating. The relative levels for the
two envelopes also needs to be studied. In the current implementation, the second
channel is slightly than the first to compensate for the subjects' increased hearing
loss at 500Hz as opposed to 250Hz. Reducing the level of the second channel may
make it less averse.
6.3 Subjects
Exactly which hearing impaired individuals will benefit from aids based on the am-
plitude envelope signals needs to be more clearly defined. Such individuals must have
residual hearing only at low frequencies, and receive limited benefit from traditional
hearing aids. The importance of the individual's expectations of the aid, and the
situations which he or she will most often use the aid should be further investigated.
These questions will best be answered by a study that provides the amplitude en-
velope producing aids to many subjects so that correlations can be made between a
listener's hearing profile, lifestyle, and success with the aid.
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Appendix A
Audiograms of People in Study
Name 250Hz (1,r) 500Hz (1,r) 1000Hz (1,r)
HF 95,90 100,95 100,95
HF 95,90 100,95 100,95
JG 75,65 100,95 110,110
LL 65,65 75,80 115,120
AW 65,65 70,70 75,75
CH 85,80 95,80 100,90
GR 50,50 45,45 95,95
TSK 50,40 45,45 65,55
Table A.1: Hearing Profile of Subjects Screened
JG HF
Age During Study (1995) 62 68
Occupation Before Retirement Nursing Instructor Teacher
Cause of Hearing Loss Not known Not known
When Hearing Loss First Noted 1976 Sophomore Year in College
Family History of Hearing Loss No Yes - very strong
Use Fingerspelling No No
Use Sign Language No No
Daily Use of Hearing Aid 12-14 hours 12-16 hours
Table A.2: Biographical Information for HF and JG
Appendix B
Tests to Characterize the SiVos
Table B.A: Conditions Used to Characterize the Single Channel Aids.
Carrier Frequency Modulation Frequency
500 2
4
8
16
32
64
125 4
250 4
500 4
625 4
750 4
875 4
1000 4
1125 4
1250 4
1500 4
1750 4
2000 4
Table B.2: Conditions Used to Characterize the Two Channel Aids.
Carrier Frequency
500
125
250
500
625
750
875
1000
1250
1500
2000
2250
2500
2750
3000
3250
3300
3500
3750
4000
4250
4500
5000
Modulation Frequency
2
4
8
16
32
64
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
8
16
32
64
4
4
4
4
4
4
Appendix C
Tracking Raw Data
Table C.1: Tracking Results (in Words Per Minute)
Appendix D
Data from Sentence Intelligibility
Tests
Condition TO T1 T2 T3 T4
SA 14 22 17 36 29
Her Aid 38
1 Amplitude Envelope 41 37 55
2 Amplitude Envelopes 47 43 50 51
Table D.1: Results of CLARKE sentence tests on JG (scores are percent of words
correct)
Condition TO T1 T2 T4
SA 51 36 51 35
Her Aid 97
1 Amplitude Evelope 45 32 55
2 Amplitude Envelopes 59 41 47
Table D.2: Results of CLARKE Intelligibility Tests on HF (Scores are Percent of
Words Correct)
Appendix E
Results of the PHAP
SA Own Aid 1 A.E., TI 1 A.E., T2 2 A.E., TI 2 A.E., T2
FT 96 78 33 33 87 59
EC 97 75 35 27 87 83
RV 99 97 99 99 99 99
RC 99 81 71 77 94 91
BN 96 81 44 63 93 88
AV 26 51 22 31 74 51
DS 57 57 9 19 42 54
Table E.1: JG's Scoring of PHAP
SA Own Aid 1 A.E., T1 1 A.E., T2 2 A.E., T2
FT 62 48 50 28 28
EC 65 58 58 50 45
RV 99 99 99 96 96
RC 92 82 79 65 76
BN 95 70 78 72 85
AV 1 15 7 31 20
DS 38 90 58 50 65
Table E.2: HF's Scoring of PHAP
Appendix F
Data from Si~ov Characterization
Fc Fm 950803 950806 921018
Max Min SPL Max Min SPL Max Min SPL
500 2 4.0 0.2 85 0.5 0.08 85 5.0 0.2 85
4 4.0 0.2 85 0.5 0.08 85 5.0 0.2 85
8 4.0 0.2 85 0.5 0.08 85 5.0 0.2 85
16 4.0 0.2 85 0.5 0.08 85 5.0 0.2 85
32 4.0 0.2 85 0.5 0.08 85 5.0 0.2 85
64 3.0 2.2 85 0.4 0.3 85 3.5 0.8 85
125 4 0.4 0.2 85 0.1 0.08 83 0.5 0.2 85
250 4 3.5 0.2 85 0.5 0.08 85 4.0 0.2 85
500 4 4.0 0.2 85 0.5 0.08 85 5.0 0.2 85
625 4 4.0 0.2 85 0.5 0.08 85
750 4 6.0 0.2 85 0.75 0.08 85 6.0 0.2 92
875 4 2.2 0.2 85 0.25 0.08 85
1000 4 2.0 0.2 85 0.2 0.08 85 2.0 0.2 88
1125 4 1.0 0.2 85 0.25 0.08 85
1250 4 0.2 0.2 85 0.08 0.08 85
1500 4 0.2 0.2 85 0.08 0.08 85
1750 4 0.2 0.2 85 0.08 0.08 85
2000 4 0.2 0.2 87 0.08 0.08 85 0.5 0.2 95
All measurements are in Volts.
Table F.1: Characterizing the Single Channel Aids
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Figure F-1: Characterizing Aid 921018
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Figure F-2: Modulation Depth vs Input Frequency for Aid 921018
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Figure F-3: Characterizing Aid 921018
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Figure F-4: Characterizing Aid 950803
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Figure F-5: Modulation Depth vs Input Frequency for Aid 950803
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Figure F-6: Characterizing Aid 950803
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Figure F-7: Characterizing Aid 950806
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Figure F-8: Modulation Depth vs Input Frequency for Aid 950806
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Figure F-9: Characterizing Aid 950806
950804
Max Min SPL
125
250
500
0.02
0.06
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.15
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.25
0.5
0.6
0.32
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.16
0.60
0.2
0.2
0.02
0.02
950805
Max Min SPL
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.1
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.2
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.08
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.07
0.1
0.1
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.2
0.35
0.4
0.15
0.15
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.18
0.15
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.02
0.02
All measurements are Volts.
Table F.2: Characterizing the Two Channel Aids
Fc Fm
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Figure F-10: Characterizing Aid 950804
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Figure F-11: Modulation Depth vs Input Frequency for Aid 950804
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Figure F-12: Characterizing Aid 950804
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Figure F-13: Characterizing Aid 950804
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Figure F-14: Characterizing Aid 950805
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Figure F-15: Modulation Depth vs Input Frequency for Aid 950805
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Figure F-16: Characterizing Aid 950805
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Figure F-17: Characterizing Aid 950805
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Appendix G
Filter Design
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Figure G-1: Smoothing Filter for 1BE aid
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Figure G-2: Smoothing Filter for 2BE aid
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Figure G-3: Prefilter for 1BE aid
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Figure G-4: Prefilter for Lower Band of 2BE aid
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Appendix H
Code
H.1 DSK Development
H.1.1 1 Amplitude Envelope
;* MODULE NAME: ENVELOPES
;* AUTHOR : Philip Nadeau
;* DESCRIPTION: This routine initializes the TMS320C50 and
;* TLC32040 and then produces amplitude
envelope cues
This code was adapted from the TMS320C50 DSK test software
written by:
Jason Chyan
Texas Instruments Inc
DSP Application Engineer
and
the code found on page 7-42 of the TMS320c5x User's Guide
for a multy stage bi-quad IIR filter
.mmregs
; Bit definition of the control register in the AIC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
;+---------------------------+
;ILP xx Gi GO I SY AX LB BPI
;--------------------------+
; I GAIN I I I +-- BP Filter
; I Synch--+ +----- Loopback
G1 GO gain
---------------
0 0 4
1 1 4
; I Auxin ----- +
; + (sinx)/x filter
PREFILT .set 3
SMOOTH .set 2
TA
RA
TAp
RAp
TB
RB
AICCTR
ACC_lo
ACChi
STATO
STAT1
TEMP
TEMP1I
storec
SINSW
ds
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
Of OOh
18
18
31
31
36
36
0 1 2
1 0 1
; one less than the # of prefilt stage
; one less than # of smooth filt stage
; TX Counter A = 18
; RX Counter A = 18
; Fs = 8.0 kHz
; Fs = 8.0 kHz
STATO storage
STAT1 storage
location of TEMPorary storage
.word 1902
.word 0
seed .word 32365
sample .word 16384
inshft .word 0
outshft .word 0
; store carry data here
; 0 -> random noise
; 1 -> sinewave
; sin(fn*pi), where fn is normalized 1285
; frequency
; seed for random noise generator
; to test the impulse response
; amount biquad should shift input
; amount biquad should shift output
State variables: Low to high in data memory
. .d(n)h, d(n-1)h, d(n-2)h, d(n)1, d(n-1)l, d(n-2)l...
.word 0
.word 0
.word 0
.word 0
.word 0
.word 0 ; declare space for state vars of sev
.word
.word
•word
.word
•word
•word
DN_7H .word
DN_7L . word
**
enth biquad
0
0
0
0
0
0 ; declare space for state vars of seventh biquad
0
0
;*****;** ..
DN_9H
DN_9L
DN_1I9H
DN1_9L
DN_2_9H
DN_2_9L
DN_8H
DN_8L
DN_1_8H
DN_1_8L
DN_2_8H
DN 2_8L
DN_1_7H .word
DN1_7L .word
DN2_7H .word
DN_2_7L .word
DN_6H
DN_6L
DN_1_6H
DN_1_6L
DN_2_6H
DN_2_6L
DN_5H
DN_5L
DN_1_5H
DN1__5L
DN_2_5H
DN_2_5L
DN_4H
DN_4L
DN 1_4H
DN1_4L
DN_2_4H
DN_2_4L
; declare space for state vars of seventh biquad
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
DN_3H .word
DN_3L .word
DN1__3H .word
DN1__3L .word
DN_2_3H .word
DN 2_3L .word
; declare space for state vars of sixth biquad
; declare space for state vars of fifth biquad
; declare space for state vars of fourth biquad
; declare space for state vars of third biquad
; declare space for state vars of second biquad
; declare space for state vars of first biquad
;coefficients of the prefilter stage one
DN_2H
DN_2L
DN_1_2H
DN_1_2L
DN_2_2H
DN_2_2L
DN_1H
DN_1L
DNII1H
DN_1_1L
DN_2 IH
DN_2_1L
A2_1P
A1_.1P
B2_-1P
B1_1P
BO_1P
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.int
.int
.word
.int
.word
0
0
0
-12598
-23520
8192
-16384
8192
A2..2P
A1I2P
B2.2P
B12P
BO_2P
A2_3P
A1_3P
B2_3P
B13P
BO_3P
A2_4P
A1_4P
B2_4P
Bi_4P
BO_4P
A2_IS
AiIS
B2_1S
B1_1S
BO 1S
A2_2S
Ai_2S
B2_2S
Bi_2S
BO_2S
A2_3S
A1_3S
B2_3S
B13S
BO_3S
;coefficients of the prefilter stage two
;coefficients of the prefilter stage three
.int
.int
.word
.word
.word
.int
.int
.word
.word
.word
.int
.int
.word
.word
.word
.int
.int
.word
.int
.word
.int
.int
.word
.int
.word
.int
.int
.word
.int
.word
-9217
-22783
8192
-16384
8192
-15091
30940
8192
16384
8192
-12119
27642
8192
16384
8192
-16016
32368
256
512
256
-15050
31404
256
512
256
-15397
31750
128
256
128
;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage two
;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage three
INPUT .word 0 ; space for the input sample
OUTPUT .word 0 ; space for output sample
.ds 1OO00h
coeff .word 32335 ; cos(fn*pi) 758f for 500Hz
;* Set up the ISR vector *
;***************************************************************
080ah
B RECEIVE
B TRANSMIT
;OA; Serial port receive interrupt RINT.
;OC; Serial port transmit interrupt XINT.
;coefficients of the prefilter stage four
;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage one
.ps
rint:
xint:
; -------------------------------------------------------
;* TMS32CO5X INITIALIZATION
.ps OaOOh
.entry
START: SETC INTM ; Disable interrupts
LDP #0 ; Set data page pointer
OPL #0834h,PMST
LACC #0
SAMM CWSR ; Set software wait state to 0
SAMM PDWSR
;* Reset AIC by writing to PA2 (address >52) on EVM
SPLK #022h,IMR
CALL AICINIT
; Using XINT syn TX & RX
; initialize AIC and enable interrupts
;********************************************************************
;* This routine enables serial port rx interrupts & configures *
;* TLC32040 due to the frame sync. When RINT read data from the
;* AIC, generate sine wave, multiply by amplitude envelope of *
;* input, then send to AIC to produce output. *
CLRC
SPM
SPLK
CLRC
OVM
0
#012h,IMR
INTM
; OVM = 0
; PM = 0
; enable
WAIT NOP ; wait for a transmit or receive
NOP
NOP
B WAIT
------- end of main program ---------- ;
; RECIEVER INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
0
AR1,#DN_2_1L
AR2,#A2_IP
AR3,#INPUT
AR4,#OUTPUT
ARO,#sample
AR5,#storec
DP = 0
PM = 0
AR1 ->
AR2 ->
AR3 ->
AR4 ->
ARO ->
d(n-2) of first biquad
-a2 of 1st biquad
the input sample
output sample
the dummy sample
RECEIVE:
LDP
SPM
LAR
LAR
LAR
LAR
LAR
LAR
LAR AR7,#outshft
LACC #PREFILT,0
SAMM BRCR
; AR7 -> the output shift
; set up loop count
MAR *,AR3 ; ARP = 3
LAMM DRR ; read data from DRR
SACL *
CALL BIQUAD ; prefilter the signal
MAR *,AR4 ; ARP->output sample
LACC *,0,AR3 ; load accumulator with output of
; prefilter
ABS ; full-wave rectify it
SACL * ; store accumulator in input to
; smoothing filter
LAR AR1,#DN_2_6L ; AR1 -> d(n-2) of first biquad(smoothin
LAR AR2,#A2_1S ; AR2 -> -a2 of 1st biquad(smoothing)
LACC #SMOOTH,O ; set # of loops (stages) in smoothing fil
SAMM BRCR
CALL BIQUAD ; smoothing filter the signal
MAR *,AR4 ; ARP->output sample
LACC *,O,AR3 ; load accumulator with output of
SACL * ; smoothing filter
ZAP
CALL SINEWAVE ; generate a 200Hz sine wave
MPY #0 ; clear product register
MAR *,AR3
LT *,AR4
** The sinewave value is pointed to by AR4, the envelope value by
** AR3 (in the TREG)
MPY * ; modulate sine wave by amplitude envelope
APAC
RPT #13
SFR ; get rid of 14 LSBs
AND #OFFFch ; bits 0 & 1 have to be 0 for AIC
SAMM DXR ; to tell it is data not command
RETE ; Return, enable interrupts
******************************************************************
* Sine Wave Generator Subroutine
******************************************************************
SINEWAVE:
LDP #TEMP
MPY #0 ; clear P register
g)
ter
LACC yl,
NEG
MACD coei
APAC
APAC
SACH y,l
LACC y,l 1
AND #OF
RPT #14
SFR
MAR *,AR4
SACL *
RET
15
fy
yl ==> ACC shift left 15 bit
-ACC ==> ACC
coeff * y
2*coeff*y - yl
Reduce the output by at least 1/8
to prevent the overflow
bit 0 & 1 has to be 0 for AIC
5
FFch, 15
; AR4 points to the sinewave value
; biquad IIR filter
This routine mplements N cascaded blocks of biquad IIR
canonic type II filters. Each biquad requires 6 data
memory locations d(n)l+h, d(n-1)l+h, d(n-2)l+h, and 5 coefficients
-al, -a2, bO, bi, b2.
For each block: d(n) = x(n)-d(n-1)al-d(n-2)a2
y(n) = d(n)bO+d(n-1)bl+d(n-2)b2
Coefficients Storage: (low to high data memory)
-a2,-al,b2,bl,bO, ... , -a2,-al,b2,bl,bO
1st biquad Nth biquad
Entry Conditions:
AR1 -> d(n-2) of first biquad
AR2 -> -a2 of 1st biquad
AR3 -> input sample (Q15 number)
AR4 -> output sample (Q15 number)
DP = 0, PM = 0, ARP = 3
SETC
ZPR
LACC
SPLK
SXM
*,0,AR1
#2,INDX
Setup variables
set the SXM bits
Clear P register
get input
Setup index register
RPTB ENLOOP
SACB
ZAP
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
; Begin computation
; repeat for N biquads
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,0O
NCR,NC
#00004h,*
T = d(n-2)L
ACCB = x(n), P = -d(n-2)L*a2
Acc = -d(n-2)L*a2
Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
BIQUAD:
LOOP:
NCR:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG,GEQ
*,2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG,GEQ
#0008h,15
; get rid of 14 LSB's
; add in carry (if any)
; zero carry
;Acc += -d(n-2)L*a2
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-2)L
; check if d(n-2)L is negative
; compensate for -1 that would be in
; high part of coeff if coeff was
; 32 instead of 16 bits
; AR1-> d(n-2)H
; T=d(n-2)H
; P=-d(n-2)H*a2
; effectively, mult prod by 4
; T = d(n-1)L
; P = -d(n-1)L*al
Acc =-d(n-1)L*al
; Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY2: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG2,GEQ
*,2
; get rid of 14 LSB's
; add in carry (if any)
; zero carry
;Acc += -d(n-1)L*al
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
NOTNEG
NCR2:
LACC
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACB
ZAP
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
*-,O,AR1
*-,AR2
*+,AR1
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,O0
NCR2,NC
#00004h,*
*,0,AR1
NOTNEG2,GEQ
#0008h,15
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-1)L
check if d(n-1)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
NOTNEG2:
LACC
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACL
SACH
LACC
LACC
ZAP
SACB
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR3:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY3: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
*-,0,AR1
*-,AR2
*+,AR1
*0+
*0+
*+
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,0O
NCR3,NC
#00004h,*
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG3,GEQ
*,2
*,0
NOTNEG3,GEQ
#0008h,15
; ARi-> d(n-2)H
; T=d(n-1)H
; P=-d(n-1)H*al
; effectively, mult prod by 4
d(n)L = low 16 bits of ACC
d(n)H = high 16 bits of ACC
AR1 -> d(n-2)H
AR1 -> d(n-2)L
zero the accumulator and product
T = d(n-2)L
P = d(n-2)L*b2
Acc = d(n-2)L*b2
Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
; get rid of 14 LSB's
add in carry (if any)
zero carry
Acc += d(n-2)L*b2+carry
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-2)L
check if d(n-2)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
; 32 instead of 16 bitsADDB
SACB
NOTNEG3:
LACC
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACB
ZAP
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR4:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY4: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
NOTNEG4:
DMOV
DMOV
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
*-,O,AR1
*-,AR2
*+,AR1I
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,O
NCR4,NC
#00004h,*
; AR1-> d(n-2)H
; T=d(n-2)H
; P=d(n-2)H*b2
; effectively, mult prod by 4
; T = d(n-1)L
; P = d(n-1)L*bl
Acc = d(n-1)L*bl
; Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG4,GEQ
*,2
*,0
NOTNEG4,GEQ
#0008h,15
*+-
*0-
; get rid of 14 LSB's
; add in carry (if any)
; zero carry
;Acc += d(n-1)L*bl+carry
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-1)L
check if d(n-1)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
move d(n-1)L to d(n-2)H
move d(n-2)H to d(n-2)L
pointer now points to d(n-1)H
*,AR2
*+,AR1I
; T=d(n-1)H
; P=d(n-1)H*bli
; effectively, mult prod by 4
SFL
ADDB
SACB
ZAP
DMOV *+
DMOV *0-
; move d(n-1)H to d(n-1)L
; move d(n-1)L to d(n-2)H
; pointer now points to d(n)L
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR5:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY5: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,O
NCR5,NC
#00004h,*
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,0,AR1
NOTNEG5,GEQ
*,2
*,0
NOTNEG5,GEQ
#0008h,15
NOTNEG5:
DMOV *+
DMOV *0-
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
*,AR2
*+,AR1
T = d(n)L
P = d(n)L*bO
Acc = d(n)L*bO
Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
; get rid of 14 LSB's
; add in carry (if any)
; zero carry
; Acc += d(n)L*bO+carry
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-1)L
check if d(n)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
move d(n)L to d(n-1)H
move d(n-1)H to d(n-1)L
pointer now points to d(n)H
; T=d(n)H
; P=d(n)H*bO
; effectively, mult prod by 4
DMOV *+
DMOV *0-
MAR *,AR1
; move d(n)H to d(n)L
; move d(n)L to d(n-1)H LAST INSTR IN LOOP**
make sure ARP is pointing to correct AR
input to the next biquad is in the ACC
AR1 now points to d(n-2)L of next biquad
AR2 now points to -a2 of next biquad
MAR
RPT
SFR
SACL
RET
*,AR4
#7
; ARP -> output sample
; store output in Q15 format
; TRANSMIT INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
TRANSMIT:
RETE
; RANDOM NOISE GENERATION SUBROUTINE
NOISE:
LDP #TEMP
LAMM DRR ; read data from DRR
; random noise generator
*----------------------------------
LACC seed,1
XOR seed
SACL TEMP,2
XOR TEMP
AND #8000h
ADD seed,16
SACH seed,1 ; Reduce the output
LACC seed,11 ; to prevent the ove
AND #OFFFCh,15
RPT #14
SFR
MAR *,AR3 ; select AR3
SACL *
RET ; go back to filter po
by at least 1/8
rflow
rtion
ENLOOP:
ELOOP:
* DESCRIPTION: This routine initializes the TLC320C40 for *
* a 8.0Khz sample rate with a gain setting of 1 *
* aic initialization data
AICINIT: SPLK #20h,TCR
SPLK #01h,PRD
MAR *,ARO
LACC #0008h
SACL SPC
LACC #OOc8h
SACL SPC
LACC #080h
SACH DXR
SACL GREG
LAR ARO,#OFFFFh
RPT #10000
LACC *,0,ARO
SACH GREG
LUP 1FA
SETC SXM
LACC TA,9
ADD RA,2
CALL AIC_2ND
LDP
LACC
ADD
ADD
CALL
#TB
TB, 9
RB,2
#02h
AIC_2ND
LDP #AICCTR
LACC AICCTR,2
ADD #03h
CALL AIC_2ND
; To generate 10 MHz from Tout
; for AIC master clock
; Non continuous mode
; FSX as input
; 16 bit words
; Pulse AIC reset by setting it low
; and taking it high after 10000 cycles
; (.5ms at 50ns)
Initialized TA and RA register
; Initialized TB and RB register
; Initialized control register
REl I
AIC_2ND:
; 0000 0000 0000 0011 XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX b
#0
DXR
INTM
#6h,15
DXR
LDP
SACH
CLRC
IDLE
ADD
SACH
IDLE
SACL
IDLE
LACL
DXR
; ------------------------
SACL
IDLE
SETC
RET
end
DXR
INTM
; make sure the word got sent
H.1.2 2 Amplitude Envelopes
* MODULE NAME: ENVELOPES *
* AUTHOR : Philip Nadeau *
DESCRIPTION: This routine initializes the TMS320C50 and
TLC32040 and then produces amplitude
envelope cues
* This code was adapted from the TMS320C50 DSK test software
* written by:
Jason Chyan
Texas Instruments Inc
DSP Application Engineer
and
the code found on page 7-42 of the TMS320c5x User's Guide
for a multy stage bi-quad IIR filter
.mmregs
*
Bit definition of the control register in the AIC
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-------------------------- +
;ILP xx Gi GO I SY AX LB BPI
------------------------- +
; I GAIN I I I +-- BP
; Synch -- + I +- Loo
; Auxin ----- +
; + (sinx)/x filter
PREFILT1 .set 2
SMOOTH1 .set 1
PREFILT2 .set 1
SMOOTH2 .set 1
TA
RA
TAp
.ds
Sword
.word
Sword
Of OOh
18
GI1 GO gain
---------------
Filter 0 0 4
pback 1 1 4
0 1 2
1 0 1
; one less than the # of prefilt stage
; one less than # of smooth filt stage
; TX Counter A = 18
; RX Counter A = 18
RAp
TB
RB
AICCTR
ACClo
ACChi
STATO
STAT1I
TEMP
TEMP 1
storec
SINSW
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
; Fs = 9.6 kHz
; Fs = 9.6 kHz
2531
0
1027
0
seed .word 32365
sample .word 16384
inshft .word 0
outshft .word 0
***** State variables:
** ....d(n)h, d(n-1)h, d(n-
DN_14H .word 0
DN_14L .word 0
DN_1_14H .word 0
DN_1_14L .word 0
DN_2_14H .word 0
DN_2_14L .word 0
DN_13H
DN_13L
DN 1_13H
DN 1 13L
DN_2-13H
DN-2_13L
DN 12H
DN 12L
DN 1_ 12H
DN I_12L
DN-2-12H
DN_2_12L
DN_ 11H
DN 1IL
DN_1_11H
DN_1_11L
DN_2_11H
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
; STATO storage
; STAT1 storage
; location of TEMPorary storage
; store carry data here
; 0 -> random noise
; 1 -> sinewave
; sin(fn*pi), where fn is normalized
; frequency for first sinewave
; sin(fn*pi) for 200Hz sinewave
; seed for random noise generator
; to test the impulse response
; amount biquad should shift input
; amount biquad should shift output
Low to high in data memory
2)h, d(n)l, d(n-1)l, d(n-2)l... **
; declare space for state vars of 14th biquad
0
0
0
0
0
0 ; declare space for state vars of 13th biquad
0
0
0
0
0
0 ; declare space for state vars of 12th biquad
0
0
0
0
0
.word 0 ; declare space for state vars of 11th biquad
.word 0
.word 0
.word 0
.word 0
.word 0
.word 0 ; declare space for state vars of tenth biquad
0
0
0
0 ; declare space for state vars of ninth biquad
0
0
0
0
DN_9H
DN_9L
DN 1_9H
DN_1_9L
DN_2_9H
DN_2_9L
DN_8H
DN_8L
DN_1_8H
DN_1_8L
DN_2_8H
DN_2_8L
DN_7H
DN_7L
DNi_ 7TH
DN_ 1_7L
DN_2_7H
DN_2_7L
DN_6H
DN_6L
DN _I6H
DN1_6L
DN_2_6H
DN_2_6L
DN_5H
DN_5L
DN_ 1_5H
DN_1_5L
DN_2_5H
DN_2_5L
DN_4H
DN_4L
DN_I_4H
DN_1_4L
DN_2_4H
DN_2_4L
DN_3H
DN_3L
DN1_.3H
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
0
0
0
0
0
0 ; declare space for state vars of fifth biquad
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
0
0
0
0
0
0 ; declare space for state vars of 2nd prefilter
0
0
0
DN_2_11L
DN_10H
DN_10L
DN_110OH
DN_1_10L
DN_2_10H
DN_2_10L
0 ; declare space for state vars of eigth biquad
0
0
0
0
0
0 ; declare space for state vars of seventh biquad
0
0
0
0
; declare space for state vars of sixth biquad
.word
.word
.word
;coefficients of the prefilterl stage one
;coefficients of the prefilterl stage two
;coefficients of the prefilterl stage three
;coefficients of the prefilter2 stage one
;coefficients of the prefilter2 stage two
A2_ 1P
AI_1P
B2_1P
BI_1P
BO_1P
A2_2P
AI_2P
B2_2P
B12P
BO_2P
A2_3P
A1_3P
B2_3P
BI_3P
BO_3P
A2_1PB
A1I1PB
B2_1PB
Bi_1PB
BO_1PB
A2_2PB
AI_2PB
B2_2PB
Bi_2PB
BO.2PB
A2_IS
A1IS
B2_1S
100
DN_.1_3L
DN_2_3H
DN_2_3L
DN_2H
DN_2L
DN_1_2H
DN_1_2L
DN_2_2H
DN_2_2L
DN_1H
DN 1L
DN_1_1H
DN_1_1L
DN_2_1H
DN_2_1L
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
0
0
0 ; declare space for state vars of 2nd prefilter
; declare space for state vars of 2nd biquad, 1st pf
; declare space for state vars of 1st biquad, 1st pf
.int
.int
.word
.int
.word
.int
.int
.word
.word
.word
.int
.int
.word
.word
.word
.int
.int
.word
.int
.word
.int
.int
.word
.word
.word
.int
.int
.word
;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage one
-14865
-28301
11332
21472
11332
-6163
-13426
32767
-13367
32767
-13039
3825
-32767
32767
-12208
25723
16384
-32767
16384
-14174
29835
16384
32767
16384
-15924
32286
1024
Bi_1S .int 2048
BO..iS .word 1024
-15296
31658
1024
2048
1024
-15924
32286
512
1024
512
-15296
31658
512
1024
512
;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage two
;coefficients of the smoothing filter B stage one
A2_2S
Ai_2S
B2_2S
Bi_2S
BO_2S
A2_1SB
A1i_iSB
B2_ 1SB
Bi_1iSB
BO_i1SB
A2_2SB
A1i_2SB
B2_2SB
Bi_2SB
BO_2SB
INPUT
OUTPUT1i
OUTPUT2
.int
.int
.word
.int
.word
.int
.int
.word
.int
.word
.int
.int
.word
.int
.word
.word
.word
.word
.ds
coeffi .word
coeff2 .word
01000h
31164
32510
; cos(fn*pi) of 500Hz sinewave
; cos(fn*pi) of 200Hz sinewave
****************************************************************
* Set up the ISR vector *
.ps 080ah
rint: B RECEIVE ;OA; Serial port receive interrupt RINT.
xint: B TRANSMIT ;OC; Serial port transmit interrupt XINT.
* * * * * * * * -------------------------------------------------------
* TMS32CO5X INITIALIZATION *
*
.ps OaOOh
.entry
START: SETC INTM ; Disable interrupts
LDP #0 ; Set data page pointer
OPL #0834h,PMST
LACC #0
SAMM CWSR ; Set software wait state to 0
SAMM PDWSR
* Reset AIC by writing to PA2 (address >52) on EVM
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;coefficients of the smoothing filter B stage two
; space for the input sample
; space for output sample of first prefilter
; space for output sample of second prefilter
SPLK #022h,IMR
CALL AICINIT
; Using XINT syn TX & RX
; initialize AIC and enable interrupts
* This routine enables serial port rx interrupts & configures *
* TLC32040 due to the frame sync. When RINT read data from the
* AIC
generate sine 
wave multiply 
f
* input, then send to AIC to produce output. *
* ******************************************************************
CLRC
SPM
SPLK
CLRC
OVM
0
#012h,IMR
INTM
; OVM = 0
; PM = 0
; enable
WAIT NOP
NOP
NOP
B WAIT
-------**end*of*main*program*------
-end of main program------
** ***** ** **** ** *** ****** ***** ** *** *
wait for a transmit or receive
; RECIEVER INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
RECEIVE:
LDP
SPM 0
LAR AR1,#DN_2_iL
LAR AR2,#A2_1P
LAR AR3,#INPUT
LAR AR4,#OUTPUT2
LAR ARO,#sample
LAR AR5,#storec
LAR AR7,#outshft
LACC #PREFILT1,0
SAMM BRCR
MAR *,AR3
AMM DRR
SACL *
CALL BIQUAD
MAR *,AR4
LACC *,0,AR3
DP = 0
PM = 0
AR1 ->
AR2 ->
AR3 ->
AR4 ->
ARO ->
d(n-2) of first biquad
-a2 of 1st biquad
the input sample
output sample
the dummy sample
; AR7 -> the output shift
; set up loop count
; ARP = 3
; read data from DRR
; prefilter the signal
ARP->output sample
load accumulator with output of
prefilter
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L
ABS
SACL
LAR AR1,#DN_2_4L
LAR AR2,#A2_1S
LACC #SMOOTH1,0
SAMM BRCR
CALL BIQUAD
MAR
LACC
SACL
ZAP
CALL
MPY
MAR
LT
*,AR4
*,0,AR3
*
SINEWAVEI
#0
*,AR3
*,AR4
full-wave rectify it
store accumulator in input to
smoothing filter
; AR1 -> d(n-2) of first biquad(smoothing)
; AR2 -> -a2 of 1st biquad(smoothing)
; set # of loops (stages) in smoothing filter
; smoothing filter the signal
; ARP->output sample
; load accumulator with output of
; smoothing filter
; generate a 500Hz sine wave
; clear product register
** The sinewave value is pointed to by AR4, the envelope value by
** AR3 (in the TREG)
MPY * ; modulate sine wave by amplitude envelope
APAC
** The following code ws added on August 25, 1995 in order to produce
** two amplitude envelope signals instead of 1.
** Philip Nadeau
SACL *
LAR
LAR
LAR
LAR
LAR
LAR
LAR
AR1,#DN_2_6L
AR2,#A2_1PB
AR3,#INPUT
AR4,#OUTPUT1
ARO,#sample
AR5,#storec
AR7,#outshft
LACC #PREFILT2,0
SAMM BRCR
MAR
LAMM
SACL
*,AR3
DRR
*
CALL BIQUAD
MAR *,AR4
LACC *,0,AR3
ABS
SACL
200 Hz sinewae modulated by amplitude
envelope centered 0 500hz in OUTPUT1
AR1 -> d(n-2) of 1st biquad
AR2 -> -a2 of 1st biquad
AR3 -> the input sample
AR4 -> the output sample
; ARO -> the dummy sample
; AR7 -> the output shift
; set up loop count
; ARP=3
; read data from the DRR
; prefilter the signal (2nd band)
ARP -> the output sample
load the accumulator with the output
of the prefilter
; store accumulator in input to the smoothing
; filter
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LAR AR1,#DN_2_8L
LAR AR2,#A2_1SB
LACC #SMOOTH2,0
SAMM BRCR
CALL BIQUAD
MAR *,AR4
LACC *,0,AR3
SACL
ZAP
CALL
MPY
MAR
LT
SINEWAVE2
#0
*,AR3
*,AR4
; AR1 -> d(n-2) of first biquad (smoothing)
; AR2 -> -a2 of 1st biquad (smooting)
; set # of loops (stages) in smoothing filter
; smoothing filter the signal
; ARP -> the output sample
; load accumulator with the output of the
; smoothing filter
; generate the 200Hz sinewave
; clear the product register
** The sinewave value is pointed
** AR3 (in the TREG)
MPY *
APAC
LAR
ADD
RPT
SFR
AND
SAMM
AR4,#OUTPUT2
*
to by AR4, the envelope value by
modulate 500Hz sinewave by amp env
AR4 -> modulated sinewave of 1st envelope
add together the two channels
#14
#OFFFch
DXR
; get rid of 14 LSB's
; bits 0 & 1 have to be 0 for AIC
; to tell it is data not command
RETE ; Return, enable interrupts
* Sine Wave Generator Subroutines
SINEWAVE1:
LDP
MPY
LACC
NEG
MACD
APAC
APAC
SACH
LACC
AND
RPT
SFR
MAR
SACL
#TEMP
#0
yl,15
coeff i, y
y,1
y,15
#OFFFch,15
#14
*, AR4
*
; clear P register
; yl ==> ACC shift left 15 bit
; -ACC ==> ACC
; coeff * y
; 2*coeff*y - yl
; Reduce the output by at least 1/8
; to prevent the overflow
; bit 0 & 1 has to be 0 for AIC
; AR4 points to the sinewave value
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RET
SINEWAVE2:
LDP
MPY
LACC
NEG
MACD
APAC
APAC
SACH
LACC
RPT
SFR
MAR
SACL
RET
#TEMP
#0
y3 ,15
coeff2,y2
y2, 1
y2,15
#14
*,AR4
*
; clear the P register
; y3 ==> ACC, shift left 15 bits
; -ACC ==> ACC
; coeff2*y2
; 2*coeff*y-yl
; reduce the output by at least 1/8th
; to prevent overflow
; AR4 points to sinewave value
; biquad IIR filter
This routine mplements N cascaded blocks of biquad IIR
canonic type II filters. Each biquad requires 6 data
memory locations d(n)l+h, d(n-1)l+h, d(n-2)l+h, and 5 coefficients
-al, -a2, bO, bl, b2.
For each block: d(n) = x(n)-d(n-1)al-d(n-2)a2
y(n) = d(n)bO+d(n-1)bl+d(n-2)b2
Coefficients Storage: (low to high data memory)
-a2,-al,b2,bl,bO, ... , -a2,-al,b2,bl,bO
1st biquad Nth biquad
Entry Conditions:
AR1 -> d(n-2) of first biquad
AR2 -> -a2 of 1st biquad
AR3 -> input sample (Q15 number)
AR4 -> output sample (Q15 number)
DP = 0, PM = 0, ARP = 3
SETC
ZPR
LACC
SPLK
SXM
*,0,AR1
#2,INDX
RPTB ENLOOP
; Setup variables
; set the SXM bits
; Clear P register
; get input
; Setup index register
; Begin computation
; repeat for N biquads
LOOP:
SACB
ZAP
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BIQUAD:
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,O
NCR,NC
#00004h,*
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG,GEQ
*,2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG,GEQ
#0008h,15
T = d(n-2)L
ACCB = x(n), P = -d(n-2)L*a2
Acc = -d(n-2)L*a2
Add 0x2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
; get rid of 14 LSB's
; add in carry (if any)
; zero carry
;Acc += -d(n-2)L*a2
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-2)L
check if d(n-2)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
NOTNEG
; AR1-> d(n-2)H
; T=d(n-2)H
; P=-d(n-2)H*a2
; effectively, mult prod by 4
; T = d(n-1)L
; P = -d(n-1)L*al
; Acc = -d(n-1)L*al
; Add 0x2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
; get rid of 14 LSB's
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LACC
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACB
ZAP
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
*-,O,AR1
*-,AR2
*+,AR1
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,O
NCR2,NC
#00004h,*
NCR2:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
SXM
#13
SXM
CARRY2: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
NOTNEG2:
LACC
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACL
SACH
LACC
LACC
ZAP
SACB
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR3:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY3: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,0,AR1I
NOTNEG2,GEQ
*,2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG2,GEQ
#0008h,15
*-,O,AR1
*-,AR2
*+,AR1
*0+-
*0+
*0+
*+
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,0O
NCR3,NC
#00004h,*
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,0,AR1
NOTNEG3,GEQ
add in carry (if any)
zero carry
Acc += -d(n-1)L*al
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-1)L
check if d(n-1)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
; ARi-> d(n-2)H
; T=d(n-1)H
; P=-d(n-1)H*al
; effectively, mult prod by 4
d(n)L = low 16 bits of ACC
d(n)H = high 16 bits of ACC
AR1 -> d(n-2)H
ARI -> d(n-2)L
zero the accumulator and product
T = d(n-2)L
P = d(n-2)L*b2
Acc = d(n-2)L*b2
Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
; get rid of 14 LSB's
add in carry (if any)
zero carry
Acc += d(n-2)L*b2+carry
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
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*,0
NOTNEG3,GEQ
#0008h,15
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-2)L
check if d(n-2)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
NOTNEG3:
LACC
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACB
ZAP
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR4:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY4: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
NOTNEG4:
DMOV
*-,O,AR1
*-,AR2
*+,AR1
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,O
NCR4,NC
#00004h,*
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG4,GEQ
*,2
*,0
NOTNEG4,GEQ
#0008h,15
; ARi-> d(n-2)H
; T=d(n-2)H
; P=d(n-2)H*b2
; effectively, mult prod by 4
I = akn-1)L
P = d(n-1)L*bl
Acc = d(n-1)L*bl
Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
; get rid of 14 LSB's
add in carry (if any)
zero carry
Acc += d(n-1)L*bl+carry
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-1)L
check if d(n-1)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
; move d(n-1)L to d(n-2)H
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NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
DMOV *0-
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACB
ZAP
; move d(n-2)H to d(n-2)L
; pointer now points to d(n-1)H
*,AR2
*+,AR1
; T=d(n-1)H
; P=d(n-1)H*bl
; effectively, mult prod by 4
DMOV *+
DMOV *0-
; move d(n-1)H to d(n-1)L
; move d(n-1)L to d(n-2)H
; pointer now points to d(n)L
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR5:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY5: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,0O
NCR5,NC
#00004h,*
T = d(n)L
P = d(n)L*bO
Acc = d(n)L*bO
Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
SXM
#13
; get rid of 14 LSB's
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,0,AR1
NOTNEG5,GEQ
*,2
*,0
NOTNEG5,GEQ
#0008h,15
add in carry (if any)
zero carry
Acc += d(n)L*bO+carry
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-1)L
check if d(n)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
NOTNEG5:
DMOV *+
DMOV *0-
move d(n)L to d(n-1)H
move d(n-1)H to d(n-1)L
pointer now points to d(n)H
ZAP
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; T=d(n)H
; P=d(n)H*bO
; effectively, mult prod by 4
DMOV *+
DMOV *0-
MAR *,AR1
; move d(n)H to d(n)L
; move d(n)L to d(n-1)H LAST INSTR IN LOOP**
make sure ARP is pointing to correct AR
input to the next biquad is in the ACC
AR1 now points to d(n-2)L of next biquad
AR2 now points to -a2 of next biquad
MAR
RPT
SFR
SACL
RET
*,AR4
#7
; ARP -> output sample
; store output in Q15 format
; TRANSMIT INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
TRANSMIT:
RETE
; RANDOM NOISE GENERATION SUBROUTINE
NOISE:
LDP #TEMP
LAMM DRR ; read data from DRR
; random noise generator
LACC seed,1
XOR seed
SACL TEMP,2
XOR TEMP
AND #8000h
ADD seed,16
SACH seed,1 ; Reduce the output by at least 1/8
LACC seed,11 ; to prevent the overflow
AND #OFFFCh,15
RPT #14
SFR
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*,AR2
*+,AR1
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
ENLOOP:
ELOOP:
MAR
SACL
RET
*,AR3
*
; select AR3
; go back to filter portion
******************************************************************
* DESCRIPTION: This routine initializes the TLC320C40 for *
* a 8.0Khz sample rate with a gain setting of 1 *
*****************n*****i******l*********a*********n***************
* aic initialization data
AICINIT: SPLK #20h,TCR
SPLK #01h,PRD
MAR *,AR0
LACC #0008h
SACL SPC
LACC #OOc8h
SACL SPC
LACC #080h
SACH DXR
SACL GREG
LAR ARO,#0FFFFh
RPT #10000
LACC *,0,ARO
SACH GREG
LDP #TA
SETC SXM
LACC TA,9
ADD RA,2
CALL AIC_2ND
; To generate 10 MHz from Tout
; for AIC master clock
; Non continuous mode
; FSX as input
; 16 bit words
; Pulse AIC reset by setting it low
; and taking it high after 10000 cycles
; (.5ms at 50ns)
Initialized TA and RA register
Initialized TB and RB register
; Initialized control register
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#TB
TB, 9
RB,2
#02h
AIC_2ND
#AICCTR
AICCTR, 2
#03h
AIC_2ND
LDP
LACC
ADD
ADD
CALL
LDP
LACC
ADD
CALL
RET
LDP
SACH
CLRC
AIC_2ND:
#0
DXR
INTM
; ------------------------
#6h,15
DXR
DXR
#0
DXR
; 0000 0000 0000 0011 XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX b
; make sure the word got sent
IDLE
ADD
SACH
IDLE
SACL
IDLE
LACL
SACL
IDLE
SETC
RET
end
H.2 SiVo code
H.2.1 1 Amplitude Envelope
title "ENVELOPES"
; last edited 4 Aug 95 jrw
.width 200
.version 50
.mmregs
; Makes assembler generate C50 code
* MODULE NAME: ENVELOPES *
* AUTHOR : Philip Nadeau *
DESCRIPTION: This routine initializes the TMS320C50 and
TLC32040 and then produces amplitude
envelope cues
* This code was adapted from the TMS320C50 DSK test software
* written by:
Jason Chiyan
Texas Instruments Inc
DS5P Application Engineer
* and
* the code found on page 7-42 of the TMS320c5x User's Guide
* for a multy stage bi-quad IIR filter
* Hacked by John Walliker to run on SiVo hardware using *
* v6.4 COFF assembler and linker. 14 July 95 *
; Using rev 6.40 assembler tools, use the following make file
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INTM
@echo off
if "11"1 == "" goto :nofile
dspa /1.asm -x -w -s -p -v50 -1
if not errorlevel 1 dsplnk %1.obj -o /l.out -m %1.map %1.cmd
goto :done
:nofile
echo no source file!
:done
NB the -s option makes all symbols global, and thus accessible to the
emulator and simulator.
-w option warns about pipeline conflicts.
-x option makes a cross reference table.
-p option ports C25 code.
-1 option generates listing file
NB due to limitations in the programming software the maximum
size of each memory section is 8192 words.
The loader can only access program memory in the flash eprom
at present. Therefore, statements of the form: label .word Onnnnh
can only be applied to program memory, not data memory.
There appears to be an obscure bug in dspa v6.40 such that SOMETIMES
when dp is initialised with the label corresponding to a variable
it is incorrectly set. This only seems to happen with very large
programs
John Walliker
PREFILT set
SMOOTH set
SIN_SW_init set
yinit set
yl-init set
seedinit set
sampleinit set
inshft_init set
outshftinit set
MEMINIT .set
;++++++++++++++ Memory
; one less than the # of prefilt stage
; one less than # of smooth filt stage
1902
0
32365
16384
0
0 ; set to 1 to initialise memory to non zero
; for testing for uninitialised variables
allocation ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
; allocate memory in data page 0 (block B2)
mmctrl .set
mmstat .set
; memory mapped i/o space porthole
ctrlcpy .usect "b2", 1 ; copy of contents of control register
; always modify this and then copy it to mmctrl
codecctrlcpy .usect "b2", 1 ; copy of contents of codec control register
gotdataflag .usect "b2", 1 ; used to signal that an interrupt came from
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; serial input port
overload .usect "b2",
ledflash .usect "b2",
page0work .usect "b2",
lowvflash .usect "b2",
lowvoltage .usect "b2",
.bss adcdata, 1
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bas
.bss
.bss
ACC_1o,
ACChi,
STATO,
STATI,
TEMP,
TEMPI,
storec,
SINSW,
.bss y,
.bss yl,
.bss seed, 1
.bss sample, 1
.bss inshft, 1
.bss outshft,1
***** State variables:
** ....d(n)h, d(n-1)h, d(
.bss DN_9H, 1
.bss DN_9L, 1
.bss DN_1_9H, 1
.bss DN_1_9L, 1
.bss DN_2_9H, 1
.bss DN_2_9L, 1 ;
.bss DN_8H, 1
.bss DN_8L, 1
.bss DN_1_8H,
.bss DN1__8L,
.bss DN_2_8H,
.bss DN_2_8L,
.bss DN_7H, 1
.bss DN_7L, 1
.bss DNA_7H,
.bss DN_1_7L,
.bss DN_2_7H,
.bss DN_2_7L,
.bss DN_6H, 1
.bss DN_6L, 1
STATO storage
STAT1 storage
location of TEMPorary storage
Sstore carry data here
0 -> random noise
1 -> sinewave
; sin(fn*pi), where fn is normalized 1285
; frequency
; seed for random noise generator
; to test the impulse response
; amount biquad should shift input
; amount biquad should shift output
Low to high in data memory
n-2)h, d(n)l, d(n-1)l, d(n-2)l...
leclare space for state vars of seventh biquad
1
1 ; declare space for state vars of seventh biquad
1
1
1
1 ; declare space for state vars of seventh biquad
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.bss DNI_6H,
.bss DNI1_6L,
.bss DN_2_6H,
.bss DN_2_6L,
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
*bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
*bss
.bss
.bss
*bss
.bss
*bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
*bss
.bss
.bss
*bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
DN_5H, 1
DN_5L, 1
DNI_5H,
DN_1_5L,
DN_2_5H,
DN_2_5L,
DN_4H, 1
DN_4L, 1
DN_1_4H,
DN__14L,
DN_2_4H,
DN_2_4L,
DN_3H, 1
DN_3L, 1
DN_1_3H,
DN1__3L,
DN_2_3H,
DN_2_3L,
DN_2H, 1
DN_2L, 1
DNA_2H,
DN1__2L,
DN_2_2H,
DN_2_2L,
DN_1H, 1
DN_1L, 1
DNJ1_1H,
DN_1_IL,
DN_2_1H,
DN_2_iL,
A2_1P,
A1_1P,
B2_ 1P,
BIIP,
BO_ 1P,
A2_2P,
AI_2P,
B2_2P,
Bi_2P,
BO_2P,
; declare space for state vars of sixth biquad
; declare space for state vars of fifth biquad
1 ; declare space for state vars of fourth biquad
1
1
1
1 ; declare space for state vars of third biquad
1
1
1
1 ; declare space for state vars of second biquad
; declare space for state vars of first biquad
1 ;coefficients of the prefilter stage one
1
1
1
1
1 ;coefficients of the prefilter stage two
.bss A2_3P, 1 ;coefficients of the prefilter stage three
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.bss
.bss
.bss
*bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
*bss
.bss
.bss
*bss
*bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
A13P,
B2_3P,
BI_3P,
BO3P,
A2_4P,
AI_4P,
B2_4P,
B14P,
BO_4P,
A2 1S,
AIlS,
B2_IS,
BIIS,
BO IS,
A2_2S,
A1_2S,
B2_2S,
BI_2S,
BO_2S,
A2_3S,
A1_3S,
B2_3S,
Bi_3S,
BO_3S,
;coefficients of the prefilter stage four
;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage one
;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage two
;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage three
.bss INPUT, 1 ; space for the input sample
.bss OUTPUT, 1 ; space for output sample
;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
;++++++++++ MACRO definitions used in MLP SiVo +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
satscale .macro bitsleft
clrc TC
setc sxm
rpt #:bitsleft: - 1
norm * ; the current AR is not changed
sfr ; ensure sxm = 1 for correct operation
xc 2, TC, GT
lacc #32767, 15
xc 2, TC, LT ; these two lines are not needed if
lacc #-32768, 15 ; data is always positive
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sfl
. endm
todac .macro dat, shift
larp
irlk
lac
and
sacl
; changed for c50 & vsp!
AR1
AR1, :dat:
*, :shift: ; make it lots bigger with a shift??
#1111111111111100b ; to avoid requesting secondary comms
dxr ; WARNING - no arithmetic saturation !!
.endm
waitint .macro
waitint?
lacc
bz
splk
.endm
progreg .macro
splk
waitint
splk
waitint
.endm
gotdataflag
waitint?
#0, gotdataflag
progval
#11b, dxr
#:progval:, dxr
; wait for semaphore to be changed
; set it again 270
request secondary comms
wait for transmission
; send value
wait ....
;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
;++++++++++ Start of normal operating code for SiVo +++++++++++++++++++++++++
;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
.text
; Interrupt vectors for use by sivo program operating from flash eprom
; based at Ox8000.
; Interrupt vectors may be moved to on-chip single access memory block
; after initialisation for reduced latency.
Any unexpected interrupts branch to themselves so that they can be
identified using the xds510.
rs
intl1
int2
int3
tint
rint
xint
trnt
txnt
int4
rsvdl4
rsvdl6
rs
intl
int2
int3
timer
getdata
senddata
trnt
txnt
int4
rsvdl4
rsvdl6
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rsvdl8 b rsvdl8
rsvdlA b rsvdlA
rsvdlC b rsvdlC
rsvdlE b rsvdlE
rsvd20 b rsvd20
trap b trap 310
nmi b nmi
rsvd26 b rsvd26
rsvd28 b rsvd28
mainentry b startup ; This is the entry point to normal operation
cmdchain ; This is the entry point for chained commands
b 2ah ; Address of chain return vector in boot prog
320
startup ; This is where the sivo code starts when switched on
ldp #0 ; data page pointer to page zero
setc INTM ; globally disable interrupts
setc SXM ; set sign extension mode
clrc 0VM ; no saturation on arithmetic overflow
spm 0 ; product mode 0
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; Disable address visibility, remap interrupt vectors to 0x8000, set up
; on-chip single access ram and BO to be in data space for initialisation
; and set NDX bit.
splk #1000000010101100b, PMST
clrc CNF ; BO is in data space
Flash access time:- 120ns
Address decoder delay:- 2*7ns = 14ns for flash ( 2 passes )
340
splk #10011b, CWSR
splk #1010101010101010b, IOWSR
splk #1111111111111111b, PDWSR
; for 69.12 MHz Ows needs 15ns, each ws adds 29ns therefore for 120ns flash
; need 4ws -> 131 - 14 ns = 117 ns (ouch!)
; Because 4 ws is not an option, use 7 for flash and 2 for i/o
; clear main on-chip ram block 350
larp AR1
lrlk AR1, 800h
.if MEMINIT=1
lacc #5555h ; check for effects of non initialised memory
.else
zac
.endif
rpt #2400h-1
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sacl *+
; clear block BO of on-chip memory
larp AR1
lrlk AR1, 100h
.if MEMINIT=1
lacc #5555h
.else
zac
.endif
rpt #200h- 1
sacl *+
; clear block B1 of on-chip memory
larp AR2
lrlk AR2, 300h
.if MEMINIT=1
lacc #5555h
.else
zac
.endif
rpt #200h-1
sacl *+
; clear block B2 of on-chip memory
larp AR2
Irlk
.if MEMINIT=1
lacc
.else
zac
.endif
rpt
sacl
AR2, 60h
#5555h
#20h-1
; keep tmodex low for now...
splk #0, ctrlcpy
lac ctrlcpy
sacl mmctrl
splk #0, gotdataflag
; assuming dp=0
relocate speed critical part of main program and interrupts to on chip single access ram
lrlk AR1, 800h ; address in data memory of start of sa ram block
larp AR1
lacc #ocramstart ; address in flash memory of start of code
rpt #ocramend-ocramstart-1
tblr *+
410
apl #1111111111011111b, PMST ; remove sa ram from data space
opl #0000000000010000b, PMST ; put it in program space
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; copy filter coefficients from flash program memory to on-chip
; data memory
larp ARI
irlk AR1, A2_IP ; address of first target data memory location
lacc #coeffsbegin ; address in flash memory of start of coeffs
rpt #coeffs-end-coeffsbegin-i
tblr *+
;initialise data memory locations
larp arl
irlk
lacc
sacl
lrlk
lacc
sacl
irlk
lacc
sacl
irlk
lacc
sacl1
irlk
lacc
sacl
irlk
lacc
sacl
irlk
lacc
sacl
arl, SINSW
#SINSW_init
*
arl, y
#yinit
*
arl, yl
#ylinit
*
arl, seed
#seedinit
*
arl, sample
#sampleinit
*
arl, inshft
#inshftinit
*
arl, outshft
#outshftinit
*
; clear all interrupt flag bits
splk #Offffh, IFR
; set all interrupt masks, except serial receive, timer, intl and int4
splk #100011001b, IMR
;set up timer
splk
splk
opl
#Offffh, prd
#2fh, tcr
#1000h, ifr
; set up serial port and codec
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; SET UP SERIAL PORT FOR EXTERNAL FRAME SYNC
splk #0, dxr ; zero the data transmit register
splk #0001000b, SPC
opl #OcOh, SPC
; use ext clock & frame sync
; take it out of reset
; clear all interrupt flag bits
splk #Offffh, IFR
clrc intm ; enable interrupts
lamm
; release codec
lacc
or
sacl
sacl
drr ; clear data receive register to avoid blocking ints
from reset
ctrlcpy
#0000000000010000b
ctrlcpy
mmctrl
waitint
; *** setup codec
; reg 0 = no op
progreg 0000000100011110b ; reg 1 = A register (18 = default)
30 -> 8kHz with 69.12MHz cpu clock
and aB register value of 18
progreg 0000001000010010b
11111111........
IIIII1II++++++++----
III+++++------------
11+--------------
++--------------------
; reg 2 = B register (18 = default)
data
address
0 = write
Phase shift
; reg 3 = A' register
progreg 0000010000010101b
IIHIIIHIH++ -
11IIII -----++ -----111111111I++---------
-II~l+-----------
I--+++++---------
+-----------------
++--------------------
progreg 0000010100000001b
I l l l l l l l l l l lII IilllllllIIIllll++-....
111111111 III +-----
IIIIIIIIIIII+i..------
; reg 4 = gain select
output 0=sq, l=OdB, 2=-6dB, 3=-12dB
input 0=sq, 1=0dB, 2=+6dB, 3=+12dB
monitor 0=sq, 1=0dB, 2=-8dB, 3=-18dB
not used
address
0 = write
Phase shift
; reg 5 = input select, loopback,
; echo & hp filter select
O=loopback,l=norm i/p,2=aux i/p,3=both
0=hp filter on, 1=hp filter off
0=echo off, 1=echo on
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larp
zac
irlk
sacl
l1111111 ++++ -------- not used
II-++++-------------- address
11+----------------- 0=write
++----------------------- phase shift
AR1
AR1, ledflash
*
clrc intm
; Initialisation is complete - now test whether to operate in normal or
; test mode by reading internal 16 position hex rotary switch.
; Normal operation:- 0
; Boot test program:- 8 ( This should flash led at about 2Hz if cpu OK )
; Passthrough test mode:- F
lamm
bsar
cmpl
and
bcnd
mmstat ; read input port
2
#Ofh ; acc now contains the switch value
passthrough, NEQ
b mlpstart
passthrough ; test mode which copies data from input to output
; using the currently selected input gain
intm
intm
gotdataflag
passthrough
intm
; Wait for any interrupt, determine whether
; it is caused by serial data input and branch
; back to idle if not.
; WARNING - The manipulation of INTM and the
nop, idle sequence are necessary to prevent
; serial interrupts from being missed if they
; occur just after another interrupt!
splk #0, gotdataflag
lacc drr
sacl pageOwork
; detect whether the input of the codec is saturated
; adapted to work with 14 or 16 bit converter
sub #32764
bcnd notsat0, LT
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clrc
nop
idle
setc
lacc
bz
clrc
lacc #1
sacl overload
notsatO
lacc
and
sacl
page0work
#111111111111110
dxr
; read it again
b passthrough
;SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
; This section is relocated to on-chip single access ram block
.sect "ocram"
.label ocramstart
mlpstart
idle
opl
bldd
; wait for first interrupt to prove serial input is working
#1000b, ctrlcpy ; extinguish led
#ctrlcpy, mmctrl
mainloop
; zero most significant minus 3 output when idling, set it when running
; this is intended for observation with 'scope or moving coil meter
; to give percent activity indication
apl #1110111111111111b, ctrlcpy ; Signal that cpu is idle
bldd #ctrlcpy, mmctrl
intm
intm
gotdataflag
mainloop
intm
; Wait for any interrupt, determine whether
; it is caused by serial data input and branch
; back to idle if not.
; WARNING - The manipulation of INTM and the
; nop, idle sequence are necessary to prevent
; serial interrupts from being missed if they
; occur just after another interrupt!
splk #0, gotdataflag
opl #0001000000000000b, ctrlcpy ; Signal that cpu is busy
bldd #ctrlcpy, mmctrl
b mainloop
;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
;+++++++++++++ Interrupt handlers ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
; RECIEVER INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
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clrc
nop
idle
setc
lacc
bz
clrc
getdata
RECEIVE:
opl #0001000000000000b,
bldd #ctrlcpy, mmctrl
splk #1, gotdataflag
LDP #0
SPM
LAR
LAR
LAR
LAR
LAR
LAR
LAR
0
AR1,#DN_2_1L
AR2,#A2_1P
AR3,#INPUT
AR4,#OUTPUT
ARO,#sample
AR5,#storec
AR7,#outshft
LACC #PREFILT,0
SAMM BRCR
MAR
LAMM
SACL
*,AR3
DRR
*
ctrlcpy ; Signal that cpu is busy
; signal that there has been an interrupt
DP = 0
PM = 0
AR1 ->
AR2 ->
AR3 ->
AR4 ->
ARO ->
d(n-2) of first biquad
-a2 of 1st biquad
the input sample
output sample
the dummy sample
; AR7 -> the output shift
; set up loop count
; ARP = 3
; read data from DRR
; detect whether the input of the codec is saturated
sub
bcnd
lacc
sacl
#32764
notsat, LT
#1
overload
notsat
lac *
break1 ; debugging
CALL BIQUAD
break2 ; debugging
MAR *,AR4
LACC *,0,AR3
ABS
sfr
sfr
; prefilter the signal
; ARP->output sample
; load accumulator with output of
; prefilter
; full-wave rectify it
; added by jrw to prevent smoothing filter from overflowing
SACL * ; store accumulator in input to
; smoothing filter
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LAR AR1,#DN_2_6L
LAR AR2,#A2_IS
LACC #SMOOTH,0O
SAMM BRCR
break3 ; debugging
CALL BIQUAD
break4 ; debugging
MAR
LACC
SACL
*,AR4
*, 0,AR3
*
and #1111111111111100b
samm dxr
; AR1 -> d(n-2) of first biquad(smoothing)
; AR2 -> -a2 of 1st biquad(smoothing)
; set # of loops (stages) in smoothing filter
; smoothing filter the signal
ARP->output sample
load accumulator with output of
smoothing filter
; output intermediate signal to dac
; for testing
ZAP
break5 ; debugging
CALL
MPY
MAR
LT
SINEWAVE
#0
*,AR3
*,AR4
; generate a 200Hz sine wave
; clear product register
** The sinewave value is pointed to by AR4, the envelope value by
** AR3 (in the TREG)
MPY * ; modulate sine wave by amplitude envelope
;;;;; APAC
;;;;; RPT #16
;;; SFR ; get rid of 14 LSB's
pac
sfl ; full scale sine wave (signed)
; * full scale envelope (signed) ->
; maximum output to dac (signed)
satscale 2
bsar 16
AND #OFFFch
SAMM DXR
RETE
; scale by 2 left shifts with overflow protection
; faster way to move data to low accumulator
; bits 0 & 1 have to be 0 for AIC
; to tell it is data not command
; Return, enable interrupts
******************************************************************
* Sine Wave Generator Subroutine *
SINEWAVE:
LDP #TEMP ; WARNING - check that this works correctly
with v6.4 assembler! (jrw)
MPY #0 ; clear P register
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LACC yl,15 ; yl ==> ACC shift left 15 bit
NEG ; -ACC ==> ACC
MACD coeff,y ; coeff * y
APAC ; 740
APAC ; 2*coeff*y - yl
SACH y,l ; Reduce the output by at least 1/8
LACC y,15 ; to prevent the overflow
AND #0FFFch,15 ; bit 0 & 1 has to be 0 for AIC
RPT #14 ; Also for AC01 (jrw)
SFR
MAR *,AR4
SACL * ; AR4 points to the sinewave value
ldp #0 ;(jrw)
RET 750
; The following constant is copied into on-chip sa program memory at start-up
coeff word 32335 ; cos(fn*pi) 758f for 500Hz
; biquad IIR filter
*
* This routine mplements N cascaded blocks of biquad IIR
* canonic type II filters. Each biquad requires 6 data 760
* memory locations d(n)l+h, d(n-1)l+h, d(n-2)l+h, and 5 coefficients
* -al, -a2, bO, bi, b2.
* For each block: d(n) = x(n)-d(n-1)al-d(n-2)a2
* y(n) = d(n)b0+d(n-1)bl+d(n-2)b2
* Coefficients Storage: (low to high data memory)
* -a2,-al,b2,bl,bO, ... , -a2,-al,b2,bl,bO
* 1st biquad Nth biquad
* Entry Conditions:
* AR1 -> d(n-2) of first biquad 770
* AR2 -> -a2 of 1st biquad
* AR3 -> input sample (Q15 number)
* AR4 -> output sample (Q15 number)
* DP = 0, PM = 0, ARP = 3
BIQUAD: ; Setup variables
SETC SXM ; set the SXM bits
ZPR ; Clear P register
LACC *,0,AR1 ; get input
SPLK #2,INDX ; Setup index register 780
; Begin computation
RPTB ENLOOP ; repeat for N biquads
LOOP:
SACB
ZAP
LT *,AR2 ; T = d(n-2)L
MPYU *,AR5 ; ACCB = x(n), P = -d(n-2)L*a2
APAC ;Acc =-d(n-2)L*a2 790o
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; Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
; get rid of 14 LSB's
CARRY: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG,GEQ
*,2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG,GEQ
#0008h,15
; add in carry (if any)
; zero carry
; Acc += -d(n-2)L*a2
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-2)L
check if d(n-2)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
NOTNEG
; AR1-> d(n-2)H
; T=d(n-2)H
; P=-d(n-2)H*a2
; effectively, mult prod by 4
; T = d(n-1)L
; P = -d(n-1)L*al
; Acc = -d(n-1)L*al
; Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
; get rid of 14 LSB's
CARRY2: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
*,16
00000h,*,AR2 ;
; add in carry (if any)
zero carry
Acc += -d(n-1)L*al
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ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR:
#2000h,O
NCR,NC
#00004h,*
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
SXM
#13
SXM
LACC
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACB
ZAP
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
*-,0,AR1
*-,AR2
*+,ARi
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,O
NCR2,NC
#00004h,*
820
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NCR2:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
SXM
#13
SXM
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
NOTNEG2:
LACC
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACL
SACH
LACC
LACC
ZAP
SACB
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR3:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY3: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
*,0,AR1
NOTNEG2,GEQ
*,2
*,0,AR1
NOTNEG2,GEQ
#0008h,15
*-,0,AR1
*-,AR2
*+,AR1
*0+
*0+
*0+
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,0
NCR3,NC
#00004h,*
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,0,AR1
NOTNEG3,GEQ
*,2
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-1)L
check if d(n-1)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
; ARi-> d(n-2)H
; T=d(n-l)H
; P=-d(n-1)H*al
; effectively, mult prod by 4
; d(n)L = low 16 bits of ACC
; d(n)H = high 16 bits of ACC
; AR1 -> d(n-2)H
; AR1 -> d(n-2)L
; zero the accumulator and product
; T = d(n-2)L
; P = d(n-2)L*b2
; Acc = d(n-2)L*b2
; Add 0x2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
; get rid of 14 LSB's
; add in carry (if any)
; zero carry
Acc += d(n-2)L*b2+carry
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
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LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
NDTNEG3:
LACC
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACB
ZAP
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR4:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY4: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
NOTNEG4:
DMOV
DMOV
*,0
NOTNEG3,GEQ
#0008h,15
*-,O,AR1
*-,AR2
*+,AR1
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,O
NCR4,NC
#00004h,*
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,0,AR1
NOTNEG4,GEQ
*,2
*,0
NOTNEG4,GEQ
#0008h,15
*0-
load acc with d(n-2)L
check if d(n-2)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
; AR1-> d(n-2)H
; T=d(n-2)H
; P=d(n-2)H*b2
; effectively, mult prod by 4
; T = d(n-1)L
; P = d(n-1)L*bl
Acc = d(n-1)L*bl
; Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
; get rid of 14 LSB's
; add in carry (if any)
zero carry
Acc += d(n-1)L*bl+carry
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-1)L
check if d(n-1)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
; move d(n-1)L to d(n-2)H
; move d(n-2)H to d(n-2)L
; pointer now points to d(n-1)H
ZAP
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; T=d(n-1)H
; P=d(n-1)H*bl
; effectively, mult prod by 4
DMOV *+
DMOV *0-
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR5:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY5: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,0O
NCR5,NC
#00004h,*
; move d(n-1)H to d(n-1)L
; move d(n-1)L to d(n-2)H
; pointer now points to d(n)L
; T = d(n)L
; P = d(n)L*bO
Acc = d(n)L*bO
; Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
SXM
#13
; get rid of 14 LSB's
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,0,AR1
NOTNEG5,GEQ
*,2
*,0
NOTNEG5,GEQ
#0008h,15
; add in carry (if any)
zero carry
Acc += d(n)L*bO+carry
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-1)L
check if d(n)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
NOTNEG5:
DMOV *+
DMOV *0-
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
; move d(n)L to d(n-1)H
; move d(n-1)H to d(n-1)L
; pointer now points to d(n)H
*,AR2
*+,AR1I
; T=d(n)H
; P=d(n)H*bO
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*,AR2
*+,AR1
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACB
ZAP
1000
; effectively, mult prod by 4
DMOV *+
DMOV *0-
MAR *,AR1
ELOOP:
MAR
RPT
SFR
SACL
RET
; move d(n)H to d(n)L
; move d(n)L to d(n-1)H LAST INSTR IN LOOP**
; make sure ARP is pointing to correct AR
; input to the next biquad is in the ACC
; AR1 now points to d(n-2)L of next biquad
; AR2 now points to -a2 of next biquad
1020
*,AR4
#7
; ARP -> output sample
; store output in Q15 format
1030
; TRANSMIT INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
senddata
TRANSMIT:
RETE
; RANDOM NOISE GENERATION SUBROUTINE
NOISE:
LDP #TEMP
LAMM DRR ; read data from DRR
; random noise generator
LACC seed,1
XOR seed
SACL TEMP,2
XOR TEMP
AND #8000h
ADD seed,16
SACH seed,1 ; Reduce the output by at least 1/8
LACC seed,11 ; to prevent the overflow
AND #OFFFCh,15
RPT #14
SFR
MAR *,AR3 ; select AR3
SACL *
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SFL
SFL
ADDB
ENLOOP:
1010
1040
1050
1060
Idp
RET
#0 ; (jrw)
; go back to filter portion
timer
rete ; for testing do nothing here
opl #0001000000000000b, ctrlcpy ; Signal that cpu is busy
bldd #ctrlcpy, mmctrl
; Deal with led display of input overload status
lacc overload
bcnd ovldl, GT
lacc
and
sacl
ledflash
#1111111111111110b
ledflash
b ovld2
ovldl lacc
or
sacl
lacc
sub
sacl
ovld2
ledflash
#0000000000000001b
ledflash
overload
#1
overload
; light led
; maintain a free-running modulo 16 counter for flashing led if power-low
lacc lowvflash
add #1
and #001111b
sacl lowvflash
; if lowvoltage > 0 extract low bits from counter to turn on/off led
bcnd lowv5, NEQ
lacc lowvoltage
bcnd lowv5, EQ
lacc ledflash
or #000000000000010b
sacl ledflash
b lowv6
lowv5 ; dont flash
lacc ledflash
and #1111111111111101b
sacl ledflash
lowv6
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
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; if ledflash is non zero, light led
; if ledflash is zero, extinguish it
; this facilitates the ORing of multiple causes for flashing
lacc ledflash
bcnd noflash, EQ
1120
apl
bldd
b
noflash
flash
ctrlcpy ; light led#1111111111110111b,
#ctrlcpy, mmctrl
flash
opl #1000b, ctrlcpy ; extinguish led
bldd #ctrlcpy, mmctrl
rete
1130
.label ocramend
;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
; These tables are only accessed at boot up or occasionally during normal
;operation, so leave them in flash memory
.text
.sect "tables"
; These filter coefficients are copied to on-chip data memory at start up
coeffsbegin
;coefficients of the prefilter stage one
;coefficients of the prefilter stage two
1160
;coefficients of the prefilter stage three
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1140
1150
A2_1Pinit
Al_1P_init
B2_1P_init
B1i_1P_init
BO_1 P_init
A2_2Pinit
Al_2P_init
B2_2Pinit
Bi_2P_init
BO_2Pinit
A2_3Pinit
A1_3P_init
B2_3P_init
Bl_3P_init
BO_3Pinit
.int
.int
.word
.int
.word
.int
.int
.word
.word
.word
.int
.int
.word
.word
.word
-12598
23520
8192
-16384
8192
-9217
22783
8192
-16384
8192
-15091
30940
8192
16384
8192
A2_4Pinit
Al_4Pinit
B2_4P-init
Bl_4P-init
BO_4P-init
A2_1S-init
Al1_S init
B2_1Sinit
Bl_1Sinit
BO_1S_init
A2_2S-init
Al_2Sinit
B2_2Sinit
Bl_2Sinit
BO_2Sinit
A2_3Sinit
Al_3Sinit
B2_3Sinit
Bl_3Sinit
BO_3Sinit
coeffsend
.end
.int
.int
.word
.word
.word
.int
.int
.word
.int
.word
.int
.int
.word
.int
.word
.int
.int
.word
.int
.word
-12119
27642
8192
16384
8192
-16016
32368
256
512
256
-15050
31404
256
512
256
-15397
31750
128
256
128
;coefficients of the prefilter stage four 1170
;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage one
1180
;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage two
;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage three
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H.2.2 2 Amplitude Envelopes
.title "ENVELOPES"
; last edited 5 Nov 95 PMN
.width 200
.version 50
.mmregs
; Makes assembler generate C50 code
****************************************************************
* MODULE NAME: ENVELOPES
* AUTHOR : Philip Nadeau
**
* DESCRIPTION: This routine initializes the TMS320C50 and
* TLC32040 and then produces 2 amplitude
* envelope cues
* This code was adapted from the TMS320C50 DSK test software *
* written by:
* *
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• Jason Chyan *
• Texas Instruments Inc *
• DSP Application Engineer *
" and *
" the code found on page 7-42 of the TMS320c5x User's Guide *
" for a multy stage bi-quad IIR filter *
SHacked by John Walliker to run on SiVo hardware using *
Sv6.4 COFF assembler and linker. 14 July 95 *
S* 30
SModified to produce 2 amplitude envelope ques 5 November 95 *
Sby Phil Nadeau *
" Modified by jrw to:
" Initialise codec by polling interrupt flag register rather *
" than by using the interrupt handler directly. This overcomes *
" a timing problem where the default sampling frequency is too *
" high to allow the revised interrupt routine to execute fully *
" and allow the sampling frequency to be changed.
S* 40
SAdd linear hearing aid mode *
SFix bug in sine wave mixing identified by PN *
• 21 Nov 95 *
; Using rev 6.40 assembler tools, use the following make file
50
; @echo off
; if "%1" == "" goto :nofile
; dspa %1.asm -x -w -s -p -v50 -1
; if not errorlevel 1 dsplnk %1.obj -o %1.out -m .1.map %1.cmd
; goto :done
; :nofile
; echo no source file!
; :done
; NB the -s option makes all symbols global, and thus accessible to the 60
emulator and simulator.
; -w option warns about pipeline conflicts.
-x option makes a cross reference table.
; -p option ports C25 code.
; -1 option generates listing file
; NB due to limitations in the programming software the maximum
; size of each memory section is 8192 words.
; The loader can only access program memory in the flash eprom
; at present. Therefore, statements of the form: label .word Onnnnh 70
; can only be applied to program memory, not data memory.
; There appears to be an obscure bug in dspa v6.40 such that SOMETIMES
; when dp is initialised with the label corresponding to a variable
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; it is incorrectly set.
; programs
PREFILT1
SMOOTH1
PREFILT2
SMOOTH2
SIN_SW_init
yinit
ylinit
y2_init
y3_init
seedinit
sampleinit
inshftinit
outshftinit
Sset
Sset
Sset
Sset
.set
Sset
Sset
Sset
Sset
Sset
Sset
Sset
Sset
This only seems to happen with very large
John Walliker
; one less than the # of prefilt stage
; one less than # of smooth filt stage 80
2531
0
1027
0
32365
16384
0
; sin(fn*pi) for 500Hz sinewave
; sin (fn*pi) for 200Hz sinewave
MEMINIT .set 0 ; set to 1 to initialise memory to non zero
; for testing for uninitialised variables
;++++++++++++++ Memory allocation ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
; allocate memory in data page 0 (block B2)
mmctrl .set
mmstat .set
ctrlcpy
codecctrlcpy
gotdataflag
overload
ledflash
pageOwork
lowvflash
lowvoltage
leftswitch
rightswitch
; memory mapped i/o space porthole
.usect "b2", 1 ; copy of contents of control register
; always modify this and then copy it to mmctrl
.usect "b2", 1 ; copy of contents of codec control register
.usect "b2", 1 ; used to signal that an interrupt came from
; serial input port
.usect
.usect
Susect
Susect
Susect
Susect
Susect
"b2" ,
"b2",
"b2",
"b2"
"b2",
"b2" ,
"b2",
.bss adcdata, 1
STATO storage
STAT1 storage
location of TEMPorary storage
; store carry data here
; 0 -> random noise
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.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
*bss
*bss
.bss
.bss
ACClo, 1
ACC-hi, 1
STATO, 1
STAT1, 1
TEMP, 1I
TEMPI, 1
storec, 1
SINSW, 1
.bss
.bss
y,Y ,y1 ,
.bss y2 ,
.bss y3 ,
.bss seed, 1
.bss sample, 1
.bss inshft, 1
.bss outshft,1
; -> sinewave
; sin(fn*pi), where fn is normalized 1285
; frequency
; sin(fn*pi) for 2nd sinewave
; seed for random noise generator
; to test the impulse response
; amount biquad should shift input
; amount biquad should shift output
State variables: Low to high in data memory
** ....d(n)h, d(n-1)h, d(n-2)h, d(n)l, d(n-1)l, d(n-2)l...
.bss DN_9H, 1
.bss DN_9L, 1
.bss DN_1_9H, 1
.bss DN_1_9L, 1
.bss DN_2_9H, 1
.bss DN_2_9L, 1 ; declare space for state vars of 9
***
th biquad
.bss DN_8H, 1
.bss DN_8L, 1
.bss DN_1_8H,
.bss DN_1_8L,
.bss DN_2_8H,
.bss DN_2_8L,
.bss DN_7H, 1
.bss DN_7L, 1
.bss DNA_7H,
.bss DNJ1_7L,
.bss DN_2_7H,
.bss DN_2_7L,
.bss DN_6H, 1
.bss DN_6L, 1
.bss DN_1_6H,
.bss DN_1_6L,
.bss DN_2_6H,
.bss DN_2_6L,
.bss DN_5H, 1
.bss DN_5L, 1
.bss DN_1_5H,
.bss DN_1_5L,
.bss DN_2_5H,
.bss DN_2_5L,
.bss DN_4H, 1
.bss DN_4L, 1
.bss DN_1_4H,
; declare space for state vars of 8th biquad
1
1
1
1 ; declare space for state vars of seventh biquad
1
1
1 ; declare space for state vars of sixth biquad
1
1
1
1 ; declare space for state vars of fifth biquad
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.bss DN_1_4L,
.bss DN_2_4H,
.bss DN_2_4L,
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
*bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
*bss
.bss
.bss
*bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
DN_3H, 1
DN_3L, 1
DN_1_3H,
DN_1_3L,
DN_2_3H,
DN_2_3L,
DN_2H, 1
DN_2L, 1
DN_1_2H,
DN_1_2L,
DN_2_2H,
DN_2_2L,
DN_1H, 1
DN_1L, 1
DN_1_1H,
DNIIL,
DN_2_1H,
DN_2_IL,
A2_IP,
A1_1P,
B2_ 1P,
Bi_1P,
BO_ 1P,
A2_2P,
A1_2P,
B2_2P,
B I_2P,
BO_2P,
A2_3P,
AI_3P,
B2_3P,
B13P,
BO_3P,
A2_1PB, 1
A1I1PB, 1
B2_1PB, 1
B1IPB, 1
BO_1PB, 1
.bss A2_2PB, 1
.bss A1_2PB, 1
.bss B2_2PB, 1
; declare space for state vars of fourth biquad
1
1
1
1 ; declare space for state vars of third biquad
1
1
1
1 ; declare space for state vars of second biquad
1
1
1
1 ; declare space for state vars of first biquad
1 ;coefficients of the prefilter stage one
1
1
1
1 ;coefficients of the prefilter stage two
1
1
1
1
;coefficients of the prefilter stage three
;coefficients of the prefilter2 stage one
;coefficients of the prefilter2 stage two
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.bss BL2PB, 1
.bss BO_2PB, 1
.bss
Sbss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
.bss
1 ;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage one
1
1
1
1
1 ;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage two
1
1
1
1
A2_1S,
AlIS,
B2_IS,
BI_1S,
BOIS,
A2_2S,
A1_2S,
B2_2S,
B1_2S,
BO_2S,
A2_1SB
AlSB
B2_1SB
Bi_1SB
BO_1SB
A2_2SB
A1_2SB
B2_2SB
Bi_2SB
BO_2SB
;coefficients of the smoothing filter2 stage two
.bss INPUT, 1
.bss OUTPUT1, 1
.bss OUTPUT2, 1
; space for the input sample
; space for output sample of first prefilter
; space for output sample of second prefilter
;++++++++++ MACRO definitions used in MLP SiVo +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
satscale macro bitsleft;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
satscale .macro bitsleft
clrc TC
setc
rpt
norm
sfr
xc
lacc
xc
lacc
sfl
sxm
#:bitsleft: - 1
* ; the current AR is not changed
; ensure sxm = 1 for correct operation
2, TC, GT
#32767, 15
2, TC, LT
#-32768, 15
; these two lines are not needed if
; data is always positive
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;coefficients of the smoothing filter2 stage one
.9
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
. endm
todac .macro dat, shift
larp
irlk
lac
and
sacl
.endm
; changed for c50 & vsp!
AR1
AR1, :dat:
*, :shift: ; make it lots bigger with a shift??
#1111111111111100b ; to avoid requesting secondary comms
dxr ; WARNING - no arithmetic saturation !!
waitint .macro
waitint?
lacc
bz
splk
modified to
by polling
ldp
bit
bcnd
opl
lamm
.endm
gotdataflag
waitint? ; wait for semaphore to be changed
#0, gotdataflag ; set it again
avoid using interrupts during initialisation
serial port interrupt flag status. jrw 20/11/95
#0 ; access memory mapped registers
ifr, Obh ; test rint interrupt flag bit
waitint?, NTC ; wait for interrupt flag to be set
#030h, ifr ; clear tint and rint interrupt flag bits
drr ; flush receive data register
progreg .macro progval
splk #11b, dxr
waitint
splk #:progval:, dxr
waitint
.endm
request secondary comms
wait for transmission
; send value
wait ....
;++++++++++ Start of normal operating code for SiVo +++++++++++++++++++++++++
;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
.text
; Interrupt vectors for use by sivo program operating from flash eprom
; based at Ox8000.
; Interrupt vectors may be moved to on-chip single access memory block
; after initialisation for reduced latency.
; Any unexpected interrupts branch to themselves so that they can be
; identified using the xds510.
rs
intl1
int2
int3
tint
rint
rs
intl
int2
int3
timer
getdata
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;
;
xint
trnt
txnt
int4
rsvdl4
rsvdl6
rsvdl8
rsvdlA
rsvdlC
rsvdlE
rsvd20
trap
nmi
rsvd26
rsvd28
startup ; This is where the sivo code starts when switched on
ldp #0
setc INTM
setc SXM
clrc OVM
spm 0
data page pointer to page zero
globally disable interrupts
set sign extension mode
no saturation on arithmetic overflow
product mode 0
Disable address visibility, remap interrupt vectors to Ox8000, set up
on-chip single access ram and BO to be in data space for initialisation
and set NDX bit.
splk #1000000010101100b, PMST
clrc CNF ; BO is in data space
Flash access time:- 120ns
Address decoder delay:- 2*7ns = 14ns for flash ( 2 passes )
splk
splk
splk
#10011b, CWSR
#1010101010101010b, IOWSR
#1111111111111111b, PDWSR
for 69.12 MHz Ows needs 15ns, each ws adds 29ns therefore for 120ns flash
need 4ws -> 131 - 14 ns = 117 ns (ouch!)
Because 4 ws is not an option, use 7 for flash and 2 for i/o
; clear main on-chip ram block
larp AR1
lrlk AR1, 800h
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senddata
trnt
txnt
int4
rsvdl4
rsvdl6
rsvdl8
rsvdlA
rsvdlC
rsvdlE
rsvd20
trap
nmi
rsvd26
rsvd28
b startupmainentry
cmdchain
; This is the entry point to normal operation
; This is the entry point for chained commands
; Address of chain return vector in boot progb 2ah
.if MEMINIT=1
lacc #5555h ; check for effects of non initialised memory 400
.else
zac
.endif
rpt #2400h-1
sacl *+
; clear block BO of on-chip memory
larp AR1
lrlk AR1, 100lh
.if MEMINIT=1 410
lacc #5555h
.else
zac
.endif
rpt #200h-1
sacl *+
; clear block B1 of on-chip memory
larp AR2
lrlk AR2, 300h 420
.if MEMINIT=1
lacc #5555h
.else
zac
.endif
rpt #200h-1
sacl *+
; clear block B2 of on-chip memory
larp AR2 430
lrlk AR2, 60h
.if MEMINIT=1
lacc #5555h
.else
zac
.endif
rpt #20h-1
sacl *+
440
; keep tmodex low for now...
splk #0, ctrlcpy
lac ctrlcpy ; assuming dp=0
sacl mmctrl
splk #0, gotdataflag
; relocate speed critical part of main program and interrupts to on chip single access ram
Irlk AR1, 800h ; address in data memory of start of sa ram block4o50
larp AR1
lacc #ocramstart ; address in flash memory of start of code
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rpt #ocramend-ocramstart-1
tblr *+
apl #1111111111011111b, PMST ; remove sa ram from data space
opl #0000000000010000b, PMST ; put it in program space
; copy filter
; data memory
larp
Irlk
lacc
rpt
tblr
coefficients from flash program memory to on-chip
AR1
AR1, A2_1P ; address of first target data memory location
#coeffsbegin ; address in flash memory of start of coeffs
#coeffsend-coeffsbegin-1
,++
; initialise data memory locations
larp arl
arl, SINSW
#SINSWinit
*
arl, y
#yinit
*
arl, yl
#yl-init
arl, y2
#y2_init
*
arl, y3
#y3_init
arl, seed
#seedinit
*
lrlk
lacc
sacl
irlk
lacc
sacl
lrlk
lacc
sacl
irlk
lacc
sacl
irlk
lacc
sacl
Irlk
lacc
sacl
Irlk
lacc
sacl
irlk
lacc
sacl
Irlk
lacc
sacl
arl, sample
#sampleinit
*
arl, inshft
#inshftinit
*
arl, outshft
#outshftinit
*
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; clear all interrupt flag bits
splk #Offffh, IFR
; set all interrupt masks, except serial receive, timer, intl and int4
splk #100011001b, IMR
#Offffh, prd
#2fh, tcr
#1000h, ifr
; set up serial port and codec
; SET UP SERIAL PORT FOR EXTE
splk #0, dxr ; zero the d&
splk #0001000b, SPC ; use
opl #OcOh, SPC ; tal
; clear all interrupt flag bits
splk #Offffh, IFR
; deleted by jrw 20/11/95 clrc
lamm drr ; clear data
; release codec from reset
lacc ctrlcpy
or #0000000000010000b
sacl ctrlcpy
sacl mmctrl
waitint
; *** setup codec
progreg 0000000100011000b
progreg 0000001000010010b
IIIIIIIIllllllll
11111.111111111++++++++--...
111+++++-------------I1I
I+-----------------
++--------------------
progreg 0000010000010101b
RNAL FRAME SYNC
ta transmit register
ext clock & frame sync
e it out of reset
intm ; enable interrupts
receive register to avoid blocking ints
; reg 0
; reg
; 24 ->
; and a
; reg
= no op
1 = A register (18 = default)
10kHz (pmn) with 69.12MHz cpu clock
B register value of 18
2 = B 
register 
(18 = d 
)
data
address
0 = write
Phase shift
; reg 3 = A' register
; reg 4 = gain select
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;set up timer
splk
splk
opl
11111111111lii .. ..1111 1111ill lI + + -- -
111111111++--------
IIIIIIII++ -----
+++------------
+-----------------
++------------------
progreg 0000010100000001b
11111111111liii1i ll lll~lll~ll++----IIIlIIIIIIII+---....
11111+11111+++-----
|| +++++- - - -- - -
11+-----------------
++--------------------
zac
samm
larp
zac
dxr
AR1
output 0=sq, 1=0dB, 2=-6dB, 3=-12dB
input 0=sq, 1=0dB, 2=+6dB, 3=+12dB
monitor 0=sq, 1=0dB, 2=-8dB, 3=-18dB
not used
address
0 = write
Phase shift
; reg 5 = input select, loopback,
; echo & hp filter select
0=loopback,l1=norm i/p,2=aux i/p,3=both
0=hp filter on, 1=hp filter off
0=echo off, 1=echo on
not used
address
0=write
phase shift
; ensure that the serial port cannot be set
; back into programming mode on next interrupt
; jrw 20/11/95
Irlk AR1, ledflash
sacl *
clrc intm
; Initialisation is complete - now
; test mode by reading internal 16
; Normal operation:- 0
; Optional linear mode:- 1
; Boot test program:- 8 ( This
; Passthrough test mode:- F
lamm
bsar
cmpl
and
bcnd
test whether to operate in normal or
position hex rotary switch.
should flash led at about 10 Hz if cpu OK )
mmstat ; read input port
2
#0fh ; acc now contains the switch value
mlpstart, EQ ; run feature based code if sw=0
sub #1
bcnd linearoption, EQ ; allow option of running linear
; mode if sw=1
b passthrough
linearoption
; Read front panel right hand sv
; position use feature detection
; use linear amplification mode.
; default use passthrough test mode
vitch. If in top
Smode. If in bottom position
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readswitches
lamm
bsar
and
add
tblr
mmstat ; read the input port
#0000000000000011b
#rightswtab
rightswitch
; extract the mapitch switch bits
mmstat ; read the input port
#0000000000000011b
#leftswtab
left_switch
lacc rightswitch
bz mlpstart
; extract the left switch bits
; use feature mode if switch is in
; position 0, else use linear mode
b linearstart
; lookup table that assigns a value of 0, 1 or 2 to each switch
; position where up=O, middle=1 and down=2
rightswtab
.word 0, 0, 2, 1
leftswtab
.word 0, 0, 2, 1
passthrough
; invalid=O, 1=0, 3=2, 2=1
; test mode which copies data from input to output
; using the currently selected input gain
clrc
nop
idle
setc
lacc
bz
clrc
intm
intm
gotdataflag
passthrough
intm
; Wait for any interrupt, determine whether
; it is caused by serial data input and branch
; back to idle if not.
; WARNING - The manipulation of INTM and the
nop, idle sequence are necessary to prevent
; serial interrupts from being missed if they
; occur just after another interrupt!
splk #0, gotdataflag
lacc drr
sacl pageOwork
; detect whether the input of the codec is saturated
; adapted to work with 14 or 16 bit converter
sub #32764
bcnd notsatO, LT
lacc #1
sacl overload
notsat0
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lamm
bsar
and
add
tblr
lacc pageOwork ; read it again
and #1111111111111100b
sacl dxr
b passthrough
;SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
; This section is relocated to on-chip single access ram block
.sect "ocram"
.label ocramstart
linearstart
idle ; wait for first interrupt to prove serial input is working
opl #1000b, ctrlcpy ; extinguish led
bldd #ctrlcpy, mmctrl
linearloop
; zero most significant minus 3 output when idling, set it when running
; this is intended for observation with 'scope or moving coil meter
; to give percent activity indication
apl #1110111111111111b, ctrlcpy ; Signal that cpu is idle
bldd #ctrlcpy, mmctrl
clrc
nop
idle
setc
lacc
bz
clrc
intm
intm
gotdataflag
linearloop
intm
splk #0, gotdataflag
opl #0001000000000000b,
bldd #ctrlcpy, mmctrl
; Wait for any interrupt, determine whether
; it is caused by serial data input and branch
; back to idle if not.
; WARNING - The manipulation of INTM and the
nop, idle sequence are necessary to prevent
; serial interrupts from being missed if they
; occur just after another interrupt!
ctrlcpy ; Signal that cpu is busy
lacc drr
sacl pageOwork
; detect whether the input of the codec is saturated
; adapted to work with 14 or 16 bit converter
sub #32764
bcnd notsatlin, LT
lacc #1
sacl overload
notsatlin
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lacc pageOwork
; insert any filtering, limiting etc here
and #1111111111111100b
sacl dxr
b linearloop
mlpstart
idle
opl
bldd
; wait for first interrupt to prove serial input is working
#100O0b, ctrlcpy ; extinguish led
#ctrlcpy, mmctrl
mainloop
; zero most significant minus 3 output when idling, set it when running
; this is intended for observation with 'scope or moving coil meter
; to give percent activity indication
ctrlcpy ; Signal that cpu is idleapl #1110111111111111b,
bldd #ctrlcpy, mmctrl
clrc intm
nop
idle
setc intm
lacc gotdataflag
bz mainloop
clrc intm
splk #0, gotdataflag
opl #0001000000000000b,
bldd #ctrlcpy, mmctrl
; Wait for any interrupt, determine whether
; it is caused by serial data input and branch
; back to idle if not.
; WARNING - The manipulation of INTM and the
nop, idle sequence are necessary to prevent
; serial interrupts from being missed if they
; occur just after another interrupt!
ctrlcpy ; Signal that cpu is busy
b mainloop
;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
;+++++++++++++ Interrupt handlers ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
; RECIEVER INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
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; read it again
getdata
RECEIVE:
opl #0001000000000000b,
bldd #ctrlcpy, mmctrl
splk #1, gotdataflag
LDP #0
SPM 0
LAR AR1,#DN_2_1L
LAR AR2,#A2_1P
LAR AR3,#INPUT
LAR AR4,#OUTPUT2
LAR ARO,#sample
LAR AR5,#storec
LAR AR7,#outshft
LACC #PREFILT1,0
SAMM BRCR
MAR
LAMM
SACL
*,AR3
DRR
*
ctrlcpy ; Signal that cpu is busy
; signal that there has been an interrupt
; DP = 0
; PM = 0
; ARI -> d(n-2) of first biquad
AR2 -> -a2 of 1st biquad
; AR3 -> the input sample
; AR4 -> output sample
; ARO -> the dummy sample
; AR7 -> the output shift
; set up loop count
; ARP = 3
; read data from DRR
; detect whether the input of the codec is saturated
sub
bcnd
lacc
#32764
notsat, LT
#1
sacl overload
notsat
lac *
breaki ; debugging
CALL BIQUAD
break2 ; debugging
MAR *,AR4
LACC *,0,AR3
ABS
sfr
sfr
; prefilter the signal
; ARP->output sample
; load accumulator with output of
; prefilter
; full-wave rectify it
; added by jrw to prevent smoothing filter from overflowing
SACL *
LAR AR1,#DN_2_4L
LAR AR2,#A2_1S
LACC #SMOOTH1,0
; store accumulator in input to
; smoothing filter
; AR1 -> d(n-2) of first biquad(smoothing)
; AR2 -> -a2 of 1st biquad(smoothing)
; set # of loops (stages) in smoothing filter 830
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SAMM BRCR
break3 ; debugging
CALL BIQUAD
break4 ; debugging
MAR
LACC
SACL
*,AR4
*,0,AR3
*
and #1111111111111100b
samm dxr
; smoothing filter the signal
; ARP->output sample
; load accumulator with output of
; smoothing filter
; output intermediate signal to dac
; for testing
ZAP
breakS ; debugging
CALL
MPY
MAR
LT
SINEWAVE1
#0
*,AR3
*,AR4
; generate a 500Hz sine wave
; clear product register
** The sinewave value is pointed to by AR4, the envelope value by
** AR3 (in the TREG)
MPY * ; modulate sine wave by amplitude envelope
;;;;; APAC
pac
sfl ; full scale sine wave (signed)
; * full scale envelope (signed) ->
; maximum output to dac (signed)
satscale 2 ; this line and next added 21/11/95 PN
bsar 16
SACL *
** This is the processing which was added to make the aid a
** two channel device--Phil Nadeau 9/6/95
LAR AR1,#DN_2_6L
LAR AR2,#A2_1PB
LAR AR3,#INPUT
LAR AR4,#OUTPUTI
LAR ARO,#sample
LAR AR5,#storec
LAR AR7,#outshft
LACC #PREFILT2,0
SAMM BRCR
MAR *,AR3
; AR1 -> d(n-2) of first biquad
; AR2 -> -a2 of 1st biquad
; AR3 -> the input sample
; AR4 -> output sample
; ARO -> the dummy sample
; AR7 -> the output shift
; set up loop count
; ARP = 3
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LAMM DRR
SACL *
; read data from DRR
; THIS IS ONLY NEEDED ONCE! jrw 20/11/95
; detect whether the input of the codec is saturated
#32764
notsat2, LT
#1
overload
*
break10 ; debugging
CALL BIQUAD
break1l ; debugging
MAR *,AR4
LACC *,0,AR3
ABS
sfr
sfr
; prefilter the signal
; ARP->output sample
; load accumulator with output of
; prefilter
; full-wave rectify it
; added by jrw to prevent smoothing filter from overflowing
SACL *
LAR AR1,#DN_2_8L
LAR AR2,#A2_1SB
LACC #SMOOTH2,0
SAMM BRCR
breakl2 ; debugging
CALL BIQUAD
breakl3 ; debugging
MAR
LACC
SACL
*,AR4
*, 0,AR3
*
and #1111111111111100b
samm dxr
; store accumulator in input to
; smoothing filter
; AR1 -> d(n-2) of first biquad(smoothing)
; AR2 -> -a2 of 1st biquad(smoothing)
; set # of loops (stages) in smoothing filter
; smoothing filter the signal
ARP->output sample
load accumulator with output of
smoothing filter
; output intermediate signal to dac
; for testing
ZAP
break14 ; debugging
SINEWAVE2
#0
*,AR3
*,AR4
; generate a 200Hz sine wave
; clear product register
151
sub
bcnd
lacc
sacl
lac
;;;notsat2;;;;;;;;;
;;;notsat2
;;;
CALL
MPY
MAR
LT
** The sinewave value is pointed to by AR4, the envelope value by
** AR3 (in the TREG)
MPY * ; modulate sine wave by amplitude envelope
;;;;; APAC
;;;;; RPT #16
;;; SFR ; get rid of 14 LSB's
pac
;;jrw sfl ; full scale sine wave (signed)
; * full scale envelope (signed) -> 950
; maximum output to dac (signed)
LAR AR4,#OUTPUT2 ; AR4-> modulated sinewave of first envelope
ADD *, 14 ; add into HIGH accumulator PN 21/11/95
satscale 2 ; scale by 2 left shifts with overflow protection
bsar 16 ; faster way to move data to low accumulators
960
AND #OFFFch ; bits 0 & 1 have to be 0 for AIC
SAMM DXR ; to tell it is data not command
RETE ; Return, enable interrupts
* Sine Wave Generator Subroutine *
SINEWAVE1:
LDP #TEMP ; WARNING - check that this works correctly 970
with v6.4 assembler! (jrw)
MPY #0 ; clear P register
LACC yl,15 ; yl ==> ACC shift left 15 bit
NEG ; -ACC ==> ACC
MACD coeffl,y ; coeff * y
APAC
APAC ; 2*coeff*y - yl
SACH y,l ; Reduce the output by at least 1/8
LACC y,15 ; to prevent the overflow 980
AND #OFFFch,15 ; bit 0 & 1 has to be 0 for AIC
RPT #14 ; Also for AC01 (jrw)
SFR
MAR *,AR4
SACL * ; AR4 points to the sinewave value
ldp #0 ;(jrw)
RET
; The following constant is copied into on-chip sa program memory at start-up
coeffl .word 31164 ; cos(fn*pi) 500Hz
990
SINEWAVE2:
LDP #TEMP ; WARNING - check that this works correctly
152
with v6.4 assembler! (jrw)
MPY #0 ; clear P register
LACC y3,15 ; yl ==> ACC shift left 15 bit
NEG ; -ACC ==> ACC
MACD coeff2,y2 ; coeff * y
APAC
APAC ; 2*coeff*y - yl 1000
SACH y2,1 ; Reduce the output by at least 1/8
LACC y2,15 ; to prevent the overflow
AND #OFFFch,15 ; bit 0 & 1 has to be 0 for AIC
RPT #14 ; Also for AC01 (jrw)
SFR
MAR *,AR4
SACL * ; AR4 points to the sinewave value
ldp #0 ;(jrw)
RET
; The following constant is copied into on-chip sa program memory at start-up 101o
coeff2 .word 32510 ; cos(fn*pi) for 200Hz
; biquad IIR filter
* This routine mplements N cascaded blocks of biquad IIR
* canonic type II filters. Each biquad requires 6 data
* memory locations d(n)l+h, d(n-1)l+h, d(n-2)l+h, and 5 coefficients 1020
* -al, -a2, bO, bi, b2.
* For each block: d(n) = x(n)-d(n-1)al-d(n-2)a2
Sy(n) = d(n)bO+d(n-1)bl+d(n-2)b2
* Coefficients Storage: (low to high data memory)
* -a2,-al,b2,b1,bO, ... , -a2,-al,b2,bl,bO
1st biquad Nth biquad
SEntry Conditions:
AR1 -> d(n-2) of first biquad
S AR2 -> -a2 of 1st biquad 1030o
S AR3 -> input sample (Q15 number)
S AR4 -> output sample (Q15 number)
S DP = 0, PM = 0, ARP = 3
BIQUAD: ; Setup variables
SETC SXM ; set the SXM bits
ZPR ; Clear P register
LACC *,0,AR1 ; get input
SPLK #2,INDX ; Setup index register
1040
; Begin computation
RPTB ENLOOP ; repeat for N biquads
LOOP:
SACB
ZAP
153
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
*,AR2
*,AR5
; T = d(n-2)L
; ACCB = x(n), P = -d(n-2)L*a2
#2000h,O
NCR,NC
#00004h,*
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG,GEQ
*,2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG,GEQ
#0008h,15
Acc = -d(n-2)L*a2
; Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
; get rid of 14 LSB's
; add in carry (if any)
; zero carry
Acc += -d(n-2)L*a2
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-2)L
check if d(n-2)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
; AR1-> d(n-2)H
; T=d(n-2)H
; P=-d(n-2)H*a2
; effectively, mult prod by 4
; T = d(n-1)L
; P = -d(n-1)L*al
Acc = -d(n-1)L*al
; Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
; get rid of 14 LSB's
1100
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1050
1060
NOTNEG:
1070
LACC
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACB
ZAP
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
*-,O,AR1I
*-,AR2
*+,AR1
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,O
NCR2,NC
#00004h,*
1080
1090
NCR2:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
SXM
#13
SXM
CARRY2: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
NOTNEG2:
LACC
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACL
SACH
LACC
LACC
ZAP
SACB
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR3:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY3: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,0,AR1
NOTNEG2,GEQ
*,2
*,0,AR1
NOTNEG2,GEQ
#0008h,15
; add in carry (if any)
; zero carry
Acc += -d(n-1)L*al
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-1)L
check if d(n-1)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
1110
; high part of coeff if coeff was
; 32 instead of 16 bits
*-,0,AR1
*-,AR2
*+,AR1
*0+
*0+
,+
; AR1-> d(n-2)H
; T=d(n-1)H
; P=-d(n-1)H*al
; effectively, mult prod by 4
d(n)L = low 16 bits of ACC
d(n)H = high 16 bits of ACC
AR1 -> d(n-2)H
ARI -> d(n-2)L
1120
1130
; zero the accumulator and product
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,0O
NCR3,NC
#00004h,*
T = d(n-2)L
P = d(n-2)L*b2
Acc = d(n-2)L*b2
Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
1140
; store amount to be added to acc if C
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,0,AR1
NOTNEG3,GEQ
*,2
; get rid of 14 LSB's
; add in carry (if any)
; zero carry
; Acc += d(n-2)L*b2+carry 1150
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
155
*,0
NOTNEG3,GEQ
#0008h,15
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-2)L
check if d(n-2)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
NOTNEG3:
LACC
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACB
ZAP
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR4:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY4: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
NOTNEG4:
DMOV
*-,O,AR1
*-,AR2
*+,AR1
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,O
NCR4,NC
#00004h,*
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,O,AR1
NOTNEG4,GEQ
*,2
*,0
NOTNEG4,GEQ
#0008h,15
; AR1-> d(n-2)H
; T=d(n-2)H
; P=d(n-2)H*b2
1170
; effectively, mult prod by 4
; T = d(n-1)L
; P = d(n-1)L*bl
; Acc = d(n-1)L*bl
; Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
1180
; get rid of 14 LSB's
; add in carry (if any)
zero carry
Acc += d(n-1)L*bl+carry
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-1)L
check if d(n-1)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
1190
1200
; move d(n-1)L to d(n-2)H
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NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
1160
DMOV *0-
ZAP
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
SACB
ZAP
; move d(n-2)H to d(n-2)L
; pointer now points to d(n-1)H
*,AR2
*+,AR1
; T=d(n-1)H
; P=d(n-1)H*bl
; effectively, mult prod by 4
DMOV *+
DMOV *0-
LT
MPYU
APAC
ADD
BCND
SPLK
NCR5:
CLRC
RPT
SFR
SETC
CARRY5: ADD
SPLK
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
LACC
BCND
LACC
NEG
ADDB
SACB
NOTNEG5:
DMOV
DMOV
*,AR2
*,AR5
#2000h,0O
NCR5,NC
#00004h,*
; move d(n-1)H to d(n-1)L
; move d(n-1)L to d(n-2)H
; pointer now points to d(n)L
; T = d(n)L
; P = d(n)L*bO
Acc = d(n)L*bO
; Add Ox2000 to unbias result of shift
; store amount to be added to acc if C
SXM
#13
SXM
*,16
00000h,*,AR2
*,0,AR1
NOTNEG5,GEQ
*,2
*,0
NOTNEG5,GEQ
#0008h,15
*0-
; get rid of 14 LSB's
; add in carry (if any)
; zero carry
;Acc += d(n)L*bO+carry
Check sign of coefficient
If coefficient is not neg, skip
If it is neg, mult last state var by 4
negate this product
and add it to the previous sum
store sum in buffer
load acc with d(n-1)L
check if d(n)L is negative
compensate for -1 that would be in
high part of coeff if coeff was
32 instead of 16 bits
; move d(n)L to d(n-1)H
; move d(n-1)H to d(n-1)L
; pointer now points to d(n)H
ZAP
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1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
; T=d(n)H
; P=d(n)H*bO
; effectively, mult prod by 4
DMOV *+
DMOV *0-
MAR *,AR1
; move d(n)H to d(n)L
; move d(n)L to d(n-1)H LAST INSTR IN LOOP**
; make sure ARP is pointing to correct AR
; input to the next biquad is in the ACC
; AR1 now points to d(n-2)L of next biquad
; AR2 now points to -a2 of next biquad
MAR
RPT
SFR
SACL
RET
*,AR4
#7
; ARP -> output sample
; store output in Q15 format
; TRANSMIT INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
senddata
TRANSMIT:
RETE
; RANDOM NOISE GENERATION SUBROUTINE
NOISE:
LDP #TEMP
LAMM DRR ; read data from DRR
; random noise generator
LACC seed,1
XOR seed
SACL TEMP,2
XOR TEMP
AND #8000h
ADD seed,16
SACH seed,1 ; Reduce the output by at least 1/8
LACC seed,11 ; to prevent the overflow
AND #OFFFCh,15
RPT #14
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*,AR2
*+,AR1
LT
MPY
APAC
SFL
SFL
ADDB
ENLOOP:
1270
ELOOP:
1280
1290
1300
1310
SFR
MAR
SACL
ldp
RET
*,AR3
#0 *(jrw)
#0 ;(jrw)
; select AR3
1320
; go back to filter portion
timer
rete ; for testing do nothing here
opl #0001000000000000b, ctrlcpy ; Signal that cpu is busy
bldd #ctrlcpy, mmctrl
; Deal with led display of input overload status
lacc overload
bcnd ovldl, GT
1330
lacc ledflash
and #1111111111111110b
sacl ledflash
b ovld2
1340
ovldl lacc
or
sacl
lacc
sub
sacl
ovld2
ledflash
#0000000000000001b
ledflash
overload
#1
overload
; light led
; maintain a free-running modulo 16 counter for flashing led if power-low
lacc lowvflash
add #1
and #001111b
sacl lowvflash
if lowvoltage > 0 extract low bits from counter to turn on/off led
bcnd lowv5, NEQ
lacc lowvoltage
bcnd lowv5, EQ
lacc ledflash
or #0000000000000010b
sacl ledflash
b lowv6
lowv5 ; dont flash
lacc ledflash
and #1111111111111101llllllllllllllOlb
sacl ledflash
lowv6
1370
159
1350
1360
;if ledflash is non zero, light led
;if ledflash is zero, extinguish it
; this facilitates the ORing of multiple causes for flashing
lacc ledflash
bcnd noflash, EQ
apl
bldd
b
ctrlcpy ; light led 1380#1111111111110111b,
#ctrlcpy, mmctrl
flash
noflash
opl #1000b, ctrlcpy ; extinguish led
bldd #ctrlcpy, mmctrl
flash
rete
1390
.label ocramend
; These tables are only accessed at boot up or occasionally during normal
; operation, so leave them in flash memory
.text
.sect "tables"
; These filter coefficients are copied to on-chip data memory at start up
coeffsbegin
.int
.int
•word
Sint
Sword
Sint
•int
Sword
.word
Sword
-14865
-28301
11332
21472
11332
-6163
-13426
32767
-13367
32767
.int -13039
.int 3825
;coefficients of the prefilter stage one
;coefficients of the prefilter stage two
1420
;coefficients of the prefilter stage three
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1400
A2_1Pinit
Al_1P_init
B2_1P-init
B1_1P_init
BO_lPinit
A2_2P-init
Al_2Pinit
B2_2Pinit
Bl_2Pinit
B0O2P-init
A2_3P-init
Al_3Pinit
1410
B2.3Pinit
Bl13Pinit
BO._3Pinit
A2 1PBinit
All 1PBinit
B2_lPBinit
Bl1PBinit
BO-1PBinit
A2_2PBinit
A1_2PBinit
B2_2PBinit
Bl_2PBinit
BO_2PBinit
A2_1S-init
Al_1S-init
B2 lSinit
Bi_1Sinit
BO_1S_init
A2_2Sinit
Al_2Sinit
B2_2Sinit
B1_2Sinit
BO_2Sinit
A2_1SBinit
Al_lSBinit
B2_ISBinit
BllSBinit
BO lSBinit
A2_2SB_init
Al_2SBinit
B2_2SB_init
Bl_2SB_init
BO_2SBinit
coeffsend
Sword
.word
•word
Sint
Sint
Sword
.int
Sword
.int
Sint
Sword
Sword
Sword
.int
.int
.word
Sint
.word
Sint
.int
Sword
.int
Sword
.int
.int
Sword
Sjint
Sword
.int
.int
Sword
Sint
.word
-32767
0
32767
-12208
25723
16384
-32767
16384
-14174
29835
16384
32767
16384
-15924
32286
1024
2048
1024
-15296
31658
1024
2048
1024
-15924
32286
512
1024
512
-15296
31658
512
1024
512
;coefficients of the prefilter2 stage one 1430
;coefficients of the prefilter2 stage two
1440
;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage one
;coefficients of the smoothing filter stage two
1450
;coefficients of the smoothing filter2 stage one
1460
;coefficients of the smoothing filter2 stage two
1470
.end
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